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Edinboro welcomes its first doctoral program
By Hannah McDonald
News Editor

In the complex and ever-changing field of health care,
one can never know too much. In this spirit, Edinboro
University has launched its first doctorate program, a
Doctorate of Nursing Practice (DNP), in a partnership with
Clarion University.
The new program is led by directors Dr. Meg Larson,
Dr. Jill Rodgers and Dr. Colleen Barrett. Both Barrett
and Larson graduated from Edinboro in 1997 with their
bachelor’s degrees in nursing and, after master’s degrees,
ended up again at the same university, Robert Morris,
getting their DNP. Now, they’re back in ‘Boro as directors
of their alma mater’s own DNP program.
Rodgers was unavailable for comment, but Barrett and
Larson spoke about the addition to Edinboro in interviews
last week.
“The Doctorate of Nursing Practice degree came from
nurses looking to expand their clinical practice with a
terminal degree,” Barrett said. Those who work in this field
take research done in the academic setting and bring it to
clinical practice.
“As it (health care) becomes more complicated, we
have to prepare to function in the more complex system,”
Larson said. Continuing, she explained that this degree
was designed to build bridges, allowing for better
communication and improvement in the quality and safety
across the health care system.
Edinboro recently received a five-year accreditation for
the program. The accreditation is retroactive, meaning it
covers the program’s first graduating class and the ones to
come.
Photo: EU Communications Department

See Doctorate, A2

Kelly Martin graduates in December 2017 from Edinboro University with her Doctorate of Nursing Practice degree.

Pennsylvania Promise:

New free tuition proposed for PA
By Macala Leigey
Managing Editor

Free tuition.
The two words every college student dreams
of hearing may become a reality for students
enrolled in one of the Pennsylvania State System
of Higher Education’s (PASSHE) universities in
the near future.
On Jan. 23, the Keystone Research Center
and Pennsylvania Budget and Policy Center
joined state legislators in Harrisburg for a press
conference to reveal the “Pennsylvania Promise,”
a new policy proposal that focuses on investing
more in Pennsylvania’s higher education system,
and potentially, providing free tuition for state
system students.
“The Keystone Research Center and the PA
Budget and Policy Center began researching
similar plans in other states in mid-2017,” said
PA Budget and Policy Center/Keystone
Research Center Communications
Director John Neurohr.
“The proposal was the final
in a series of reports we (PA
Budget and Policy Center
and Keystone Research
Center), did on higher
education in
Pennsylvania.
Some of
which
were

focused on the inadequacies of state funding
for higher ed and the success of the state system
of higher education in promoting economic
mobility for Pennsylvanians.”
Association of Pennsylvania State College and
Universities Faculties (APSCUF) President Dr.
Kenneth Mash was one of the administrators
who spoke at the press conference regarding the
Pennsylvania Promise.
“This is a crisis situation for students and
potential students, and Pennsylvania Promise
offers a way to take action now. A college degree
has become unaffordable for far too many. Study
after study demonstrates the positive effects that
a college degree has on people’s lives [and] too
many students must make the difficult choice of
taking on ever-increasing debt or not going to
college at all,” said Mash.
He continued: “Making higher education
affordable benefits not just the students who go
to college, but it helps the economy of the entire
commonwealth. A recent state system study
showed that for each $1 the state allocates to the
state system, $11 is returned to the state and local
economies.”
According to the Pennsylvania Promise
proposal, written by labor economist at
the Keystone Research Center, Mark Price;
economist and executive director of the
Keystone Research Center, Stephen Herzenberg;
and Diana Polson, a policy analyst at the
Pennsylvania Budget and Policy Center,
“If Pennsylvania does not expand access to
higher education to more of its citizens, the
commonwealth’s economy will suffer and living
standards will lag growth elsewhere.”
The new policy also states that the current
“per capita funding for higher education in
Pennsylvania ranks 47 out of 50 states,”
with the increase in state spending

See Promise, A3
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Savannah Anderton (center) at her induction in 2016 with mother, left, and President Walker.

EU seeks new student trustee
By Courtney Allen
Contributing Writer

Interested in getting your voice and the
voice of your fellow students heard? The
university might just have the position for
you. The provost’s office is now accepting
applications to fill the Edinboro University
student trustee position, set to begin in the
fall semester.
The Council of Trustees position includes
voting on issues the council deliberates on,
as they look to give the student body an
additional voice.
Savannah Anderton is currently filling
the student trustee position. Anderton is
a senior graduating in May, spurring this
new search. She has been serving as the
student trustee for a year and noted that
she’s enjoyed her time. She states that she
particularly enjoys representing Edinboro’s
diverse student body. Anderton also points
out the importance of gathering as many

different viewpoints as possible on hot
button issues. She highlights that she does
her best to get as much information as she
can before each vote, so she can make the
best decision to accurately represent the
entirety of the EU student body.
The council is looking for particular
qualities in the new trustee. Additionally,
there is a GPA requirement of 2.5. Primarily,
the council prefers that whoever replaces
Anderton is a standout student. Secondly,
they need to be versed in how to articulate
and interpret data.
Those who feel like they fit the
description of the student trustee must then
complete the application process. Applying
starts with an essay, with the description
being found on the MyEdinboro portal. The
application is then submitted along with a

See Trustee, A3
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Doctorate
From A1
When one works as a nurse practitioner or graduates
with their DNP, they are trained as a primary care provider,
explained Barrett in an interview. “They are trained to
diagnose, treat and provide all functions that a family doctor
would perform,” she continued.
The DNP program isn’t just for current nurse practitioners
either. Anyone with a master’s degree and a nursing degree
can enroll. “We take people with a lot of diversity of
backgrounds even though they’re all nurses. And it works
out well because it’s a collaborative degree,” Larson said.
In a report by The Institute of Medicine about the future
of nursing, one of the recommendations was to push for
higher education in the nursing fields, relayed Larson.
“Nurses are the backbone of the health care system, and
so the more well prepared they are, the better the health care
system will do,” Larson explained.
The program is aimed to further educate already fullyemployed health care professionals. To make this possible for
the greatest amount of people, the program is offered online
to students, nationwide. The DNP program, the first of its
kind for Edinboro, is a 27 credit program that takes two
years to complete. To host the program, professors use the
Desire 2 Learn system (D2L) with Clarion. Additionally, they
utilize tools such as Zoom Meeting — a video conferencing
tool — and Telehealth.
As explained by the Center for Connected Health Policy
(CCHP), “Telehealth is a collection of means or methods
for enhancing health care, public health and health
education delivery and support using telecommunication
technologies.”
This platform in particular is being used, said Larson, as
there is a large push happening in the health care field right
now for Telehealth. Experience like this adds to the theme of
real-world work that students enrolled in the DNP perform.
In the DNP program, students do not only write papers
and conduct research, but work on projects that affect
everyday people and patients in the health care world. The
degree is designed for students who are currently 100 percent
employed in their field, so not only do the projects they
complete earn grades towards their degrees, they aim to
improve the workplace and health care system even before
graduating.
The projects students complete while in school tackle a
diverse range of health care challenges. Some completed by
the program’s first graduating class — who completed their
studies this past May and graduated at Clarion University,
with other members of the program — were projects about
getting better diabetic care for veterans in Erie and creating
programs to educate parents of athletes who may have
suffered from concussions.
“The students are wonderful with each other; it’s so
collaborative! I mean they’re working across, not just
nursing, but they’re working with physicians, psychologists,
psychiatrists — all kinds of different people in their
projects,” Larson said.
“It’s all real-world. It’s nothing that isn’t actually
something you might use. I cannot stress enough how
very pragmatic this is. That it’s actually all real-world and
everybody...is actually in the trenches of health care, and
understands it,” she continued. “It’s actually really been a lot
more fun than I would have ever expected.”
Those who graduate with a DNP may find work in many
different fields, ranging from leadership and management to
clinical work and even academia, said Barrett.
This past December, Edinboro graduated one DNP
student. Kelly Martin walked the stage at commencement as
the first student to ever graduate from Edinboro University
with a doctorate.
“We do hope that [this] will set a precedent for offering
more terminal degrees and putting Edinboro on the map for
that,” said Barrett about the future of the university.
Hannah McDonald can be reached at eupnews.spectator@
gmail.com.

Locals and students alike look overhead at the projected night sky in the planetarium on Feb. 2.
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Blue moon over ‘Boro
By Nathan Hirth
Staff Writer

Several adventurous souls found their way through the maze
of hallways within the Cooper Science Hall, the planetarium
serving as the quest’s destination. The reward for completion?
An in-depth look at what made the moon so special that night.
The moon themed show, justly named “Once in a Blue
Moon,” centered around the rare occurrence of there being
a blue moon, a supermoon and a lunar eclipse all at once.
Organized and presented by Dr. David Hurd, the planetarium
director, the event drew close to a full house on Tuesday, Jan. 30
despite the cold.
Through the course of the show, Hurd explained the three
different lunar phenomena that were occurring later that night
and into the following morning, beginning with the term “blue
moon.”
While a blue moon might sound like something quite
interesting, it’s not actually that rare of an occurrence, nor is
it an actual scientific term. It simply refers to the second full
moon in the same month, with this occurring again in March.
Beyond that, there’s nothing particularly special about blue
moons, and they’re certainly not blue, Hurd noted.
The blue moon observed did appear larger due to it being
a supermoon, which means that it was at a point in its orbit
that brought it closer to Earth than normal. Because the moon

orbits Earth on an elliptical path, there are times when it’s
closer than at other times, called the perigee. A supermoon
occurs when there is a full moon and it is at the perigee, making
it appear up to 14 percent larger.
And finally, there was also a complete lunar eclipse. That
means that during its orbit, this blue supermoon entered the
shadow, or umbral, that is cast by Earth from the sun. When
that happened, Earth was blocking the moon from receiving
any light directly from the sun.
For those in northwest Pennsylvania, the eclipse wasn’t
visible here until the moon was just about ready to set in the
wee hours of the next morning.
As Hurd explained, several things must line up for any one of
these three phenomena to occur. And to have all three occur at
once is incredibly rare; the last time it happened was 152 years
ago in 1866.
There will be many more chances throughout the semester to
learn about astronomy. Several more events are planned for the
planetarium, with the next one, “The Stars are Ours,” taking
place on Wednesday, Feb. 14, at 7 p.m. The shows are open
to students and the public, though reservations are required
because of limited space. More information on future shows
can be found on the university’s website.
Nathan Hirth can be reached at eupnews.spectator@gmail.
com.

Green steps down from presidency, vice president spot now vacant
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

Monday’s Edinboro University Student Government
Association (EUSGA) meeting was led by new president, Craig
Rodgers III. Ja’Cobi Green stepped down from the president
position for personal reasons last week, with Rodgers moving up
from the vice president of student interest spot. The position of vice
president is now available and you can apply for it on BoroSync;
interviews begin Tuesday, Feb. 6.
Additional announcements included the induction of a new
congress member, Louis Murphy, and the loss of the director of
operations (a salaried position) due to “lost trust,” according to
Rodgers. Director of Finance Matthew Russell called the loss of
the employee (who remained unnamed) “a setback in financial

knowledge,” but Rodgers assured the assembly that “we have
adjusted well.”
Rodgers also announced that SGA meetings will now take place
in Pogue Room 143, instead of Multipurpose Room B.
The SGA members in attendance discussed the schedules of
upcoming committees to wrap up the meeting. Before adjourning,
Russell encouraged the congress to bring recruits to the next
meeting, dubbing SGA the “most important organization on this
campus” and stressing that SGA desperately needs more members.
To join SGA, or to apply for open positions, email Craig Rodgers
at president@edinboro.sga.com, or attend a meeting any Monday
at 6 p.m.
Zeila Hobson can be reached at eupnews.spectator@gmail.com.
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By Nathan Hirth
Staff Writer

One of the largest and most
obvious challenges college
students face is the cost of
higher education; and while the
start of a new semester brings
many new opportunities, it
also brings another bill.
Many Edinboro students
look over their billing
statements and come to the
same conclusion: What does
half of this mean?
First, up-to-date billing
statements are found by going
to the MyEdinboro homepage
and clicking the E-Bill
payment button. From there,
one can view the statements
for each semester, which is
a list of every cost charged
to student accounts, such as
tuition, fees, housing and

bookstore charges. Also listed
are financial aid and payments
credited to your account. And
while billing statements do list
the charges, they don’t give any
actual description of what each
fee or tuition is paying for.
So, what are these fees for?
A lot.
Tuition is one of the largest
charges for students and
while it can become complex,
the main idea is simple. The
price of it essentially comes
down to three variables: how
many credits the student is
taking, whether the student
is from out-of-state or not
and whether the student is an
undergraduate.
“In general, tuition for
the average student, 12 to 18
credits, is one price,” Shari
Gould, Edinboro Bursar,
explained. “So, if you’re really a

price conscious shopper, you’re
going to try taking 15, or 16, or
17 or 18 (credits).”
Meanwhile, part-time and
graduate students pay on a
per-credit basis. Out-of-state
students, because of recent
policy changes from the state
level, now pay 150 percent
tuition, unless they started
attending Edinboro before the
policy change took place, about
a year ago.
One of the simplest fees to
explain is the Student Success
Fee, a flat $70 per student for a
semester. This money is used
to cover part of the cost of
the Academic Success Center,
which provides many services
to students, such as helping
develop study or test taking
skills.
Read the rest of this story
online at edinboronow.com.
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Volleyball coach sues university, state
system over wage gap, discrimination

Promise

By Dakota Palmer

Social Equity and Title IX Coordinator,”
Ronald Wilson. This was, according to the
lawsuit, “in light of concerns surrounding
Baumgartner’s motivations in appointing
himself to chair the committee.”
— According to the lawsuit, Wilson
submitted these findings and it was
determined that PASSHE would conduct a
separate investigation.
— In Fall 2016, PASSHE conducted an
investigation into the matter, with court
documents stating they “concluded with
findings that [the] plaintiff’s gender-based
pay disparity complaints had merit.” The
lawsuit goes on to state that PASSHE
recommended “substantial raises for [the]
plaintiff and other coaches,” which were
approved by university President Dr. H.
Fred Walker.
According to Pennwatch.pa.gov,
Soboleski’s salary increased from $64,344
in January of 2016, to $66,275 in February
of 2017, then to $71,275 in May of 2017, to
$73,251 in September of 2017, and to $75,266
in January of 2018. The complaint describes
this as a “meager” salary adjustment,
“far lower than the increase initially
recommended by Edinboro University’s
Director of Social Equity and Title IX
Coordinator and approved by the President
of Edinboro University.”
The document claims the disparity
between Soboleski’s compensation and
“that of her male counterparts has actually
increased” since she filed her first complaint
to Edinboro.
Additionally, the lawsuit claims
Baumgartner has “attempted to impede
Plaintiff’s ability to continue to do her job”
since learning Soboleski had retained legal
counsel; it also claims threats were made to
the volleyball program.
A section in the court documents labeled,
“facts pertaining to unlawful retaliatory
conduct directed toward plaintiff,” claims
that after filing the social equity complaint
on April 8, 2016, “Baumgartner began
approaching plaintiff (Soboleski) in a
threatening manner with the intent of
intimidating her, referring to the social
equity complaint as ‘very interesting’ and
‘full of inaccuracies.’”
The lawsuit claims Baumgartner
“continued and increased his pattern of
retaliation” against Soboleski in issues
such as recruitment, passes for home
athletic events, and an Aug. 8, 2017
internal complaint against Soboleski
“for a purported misuse of funds,” filed
by Baumgartner’s secretary. Soboleski
“ultimately was cleared of any wrongdoing;
nonetheless, her colleagues within the
athletic department continue to ostracize
her as a result of the accusations,” claims the
lawsuit.

Executive Editor

Melissa Soboleski, Edinboro University’s
head volleyball coach, is suing the university,
along with the Pennsylvania State System of
Higher Education (PASSHE), citing gender
discrimination, retaliation and unequal pay.
Soboleski, head coach since 2005, filed
the lawsuit on Jan. 25 with The United States
District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania. Court documents obtained
by The Spectator read, “At the start of 2016,
[the] plaintiff’s (Soboleski’s) annual salary
was $64,344.” The lawsuit then stated the
three other “Tier-1 [Edinboro University]
head coaches, who are all male,” held
salaries of $74,959, $104,706 and $120,872,
at the time. The document also states that
Soboleski has “demonstrated tremendous
success and comes off one of the finest
[volleyball] seasons in the school’s history.”
Soboleski’s teams went 31-7 in 2015 and 25-9
in 2016.
The other tier-1 sports at Edinboro,
according to the lawsuit, include women’s
basketball, men’s basketball and wrestling,
while tier-1 teams are “provided with the
highest level of funding and are considered
the most competitive” and tier-1 coaches
“tend to receive the highest compensation.”
According to court documents, the head
women’s basketball coach, Stan Swank (in
his 31st year of coaching) currently earns
$110,198; the head wrestling coach, Tim
Flynn (21st year), earns $130,880; and the
head men’s basketball coach, Pat Cleary (5th
year), earns $78,561; while Soboleski, (13th
year), earns $73,251.
It’s also argued that because “Edinboro
University contributes over 9 percent of
each coach’s annual salary towards his or
her retirement…male counterparts [then]
receive additional contributions to their
retirement savings.”
The following statements and dates are
according to court documents:
— The lawsuit claims Soboleski raised
concerns to Edinboro University Athletic
Director Bruce Baumgartner regarding
a disparity in pay between her and her
coaching counterparts in January of 2015.
— In April of 2015, Soboleski “followed
up with Baumgartner regarding the status of
her inquiry…and was informed that he had
not yet reviewed the situation.”
— In January 2016, Soboleski raised
concerns again, according to the lawsuit.
— In March 2016, Baumgartner
“convened a committee to examine pay
disparity in athletics.”
— On April 8, 2016, Soboleski, along with
two male coaches of women’s athletic teams,
filed a “formal Social Equity Complaint
with Edinboro University’s Director of

From A1

And in a section labeled “exhaustion of
administrative remedies,” the document
reads, “Plaintiff exhausted remedies
through her attempts to utilize internal and
organization administrative processes.”
In an email to The Spectator, Assistant
Vice President for Marketing and
Communications Angela Burrows stated,
“The university cannot comment on
pending lawsuits or personnel matters.”
Baumgartner and Wilson also declined to
comment when reached via email.
The court documents read that Soboleski
“hereby demands relief in the form of
economic damages, compensatory damages,
punitive damages, equitable relief, attorneys’
fees and costs, and such other relief as the
court deems appropriate.” It also claims
Soboleski has suffered “economic harm,
emotional distress, mental anguish, and loss
of reputation.”
Sunshine R. Fellows of the Levicoff Law
Firm, who are representing Soboleski in the
lawsuit, provided the following statement to
The Spectator:
“Coach Soboleski has enjoyed
tremendous success as Edinboro
University’s head volleyball coach. Now
in her 12th season, she has led her team to
eight NCAA Division II Atlantic Region
playoff berths, along with trips to the PSAC
Playoffs seven times. She ranks second alltime in career wins. Unfortunately, despite
her impressive experience, unwavering
dedication and many outstanding
professional achievements, Coach Soboleski
is paid substantially less than her similarly
situated male counterparts for equal work.
Coach Soboleski has been attempting to
work with University officials to correct
gender-based pay disparities within the
athletic department for over three years.
Regrettably, her concerns have not been
adequately addressed, and she is now
pursuing resolution of the issue in federal
court.
“This lawsuit is meaningful not only for
Coach Soboleski, but for female coaches
across the nation, especially those at
universities that receive Title IX funding.
A strong judgment could send a much
needed message that discrimination driven
by sexism will not be tolerated in college
athletics. Suing one’s current employer is
an understandably daunting task. Fear of
reprisal and retaliation quiets many who
would otherwise raise legitimate concerns.
We applaud Coach Soboleski’s courage
and strength in bringing the issue of pay
discrimination to light, and are incredibly
proud to be representing this remarkable
woman.”
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

suggested in the Pennsylvania Promise raising Pennsylvania’s
rank to 36.
The “need” to invest in this policy is argued by the proposal’s
authors with the following points:
— Thirty-five years of state disinvestment has left
Pennsylvania ranked worst in the nation when it comes to higher
education, has left students’ high debt at graduation, and has left
the state’s high station and fees, all contributing to this ranking,
according to U.S. News and World Report.
— The stat ranks 40th for the share of adults ages 25-64 with
an education beyond high school.
— In over half of Pennsylvania’s counties (35), the share of
adults with more than a high-school degree is lower than in any
of the 50 states.
— A large body of economic research shows that lagging
education attainment translates to lower wages and incomes for
individuals and slower economic growth for regions.
“As we point out in our previous reports, growing student
debt coupled with — and driven by — rising costs of tuition/
fees is making higher education increasingly unattainable for
many Pennsylvania students. In an economy where some form
of post-secondary education is more and more important, now is
the time to change the way we think about higher education as a
state,” said Neurohr.
However, if implemented within the state system, the
Pennsylvania Promise would provide:
— Two years of tuition and fees for any recent high school
graduate enrolled full-time at one of the state system’s 14 public
community colleges.
— Four years of tuition and fees for any recent high school
graduate with a family income less than or equal to $110,000 per
year and who is attending one of Pennsylvania’s State System of
Higher Education (PASSHE) universities.
— Four years of grants ranging from $2,000 up to $11,000,
depending on family income.
— Grants to adults without a college degree, with priority
given to those seeking in-demand skills and industry-recognized
credentials, as well as college credit.
Regarding the reality of the Pennsylvania Promise being
implemented within the state system, Neurohr said: “That
depends on what the state legislature does. The plan will soon
become a bill, which would have to pass the state Senate and state
House and be signed by the governor.”
Mash also shared that APSCUF is in complete support of
the Pennsylvania Promise and making college affordable for all
Pennsylvania students.
“APSCUF will do all it can to support [the] Pennsylvania
Promise and make college affordable for all Pennsylvania
students. Our faculty and coaches have devoted their lives to
affordable, high-quality, public higher education, [but] right now,
‘Pennsylvania Promise’ is a plan,” said Mash.
“We’re working to gain the support of legislators who can
propose legislation to turn ‘Pennsylvania Promise’ into law.
However, it will never become law unless college students, high
school students and their families demand that it happen. They
must become active, contact their legislators and vote. We believe
that if there’s enough demand from Pennsylvanians, our policymakers will find a way to make the plan a promise fulfilled.”
Macala Leigey can be reached at eupnews.spectator@gmail.com.

Fire concerns still high in Southern Cal
80 degree highs would eclipse
average, with no rain in sight
By Sonali Kohli and Rong-Gong Lin II
Los Angeles Times

The heat that has characterized this L.A. winter is forecast to
continue next week, with temperatures in the 70s and 80s for the
next few days.
The high temperature could reach 81 degrees on Sunday in
downtown Los Angeles, cooling to 75 on Monday and Tuesday
before potentially spiking up into the low 80s again Wednesday
and Thursday, said National Weather Service weather specialist
Stuart Seto.
That’s above the average — 68 degrees — for this time of year
downtown, Seto said. Temperatures throughout the region on
Saturday were expected to hover around the low 80s.
And, of course, Los Angeles has barely seen any rain.
Downtown Los Angeles has recorded 1.89 inches of rain since
Oct. 1, compared with the average 7.38 inches, Seto said. Last
year, the area had seen 14.33 inches of rain by Feb. 2.
There are no current red flag warnings, he said, but the lack of
moisture contributes to “very elevated fire weather concerns …
even in light winds,” Seto said.

The weather service’s climate prediction center, which issues
three-month outlooks for precipitation and temperature, doesn’t
have particularly good news. For February, March and April,
the center is forecasting lower-than-average precipitation and
hotter-than-average temperatures for Southern California.
“We’re about halfway through the rain season, so we’ve only
got February and March, and they better be a miracle,” said
climatologist Bill Patzert. “If they’re not, we just back-flipped into
the drought again.”
The culprit has been a recurring high-pressure system over
the West. “It’s been a hot summer, a hot fall, and even now in the
midwinter. We’re talking mid-80s at the end of January? That’s
unheard of,” Patzert said.
The broiling January was part of what experts call a troubling
theme. It was California’s hottest summer on record. October and
November were the hottest in 122 years of record-keeping for
Southern California.
“The heat … is pretty extraordinary,” University of California,
Los Angeles climate scientist Daniel Swain said earlier this week.
“Coastal California is susceptible
to midwinter heat spells, but this
is a particularly extreme example
— to the point where we are
breaking records.”

Trustee
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resume, three recommendation letters and

the prospective student is sworn in by the

the applicant’s transcript.

Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf.

If a candidate makes it past the essay

Jan. 24 — Nasiyr Brown, 21, was charged with possession of a
small amount of marijuana and drug paraphernalia as the result
of a prior investigation in room 8162 of Highlands 8, according
to a police report.
Jan. 26 — Officers were dispatched to Highlands 3, room
3452 after the health and safety department found marijuana in
the room, according to a police report. Makayla Hockenberry,
19, was referred to judicial affairs for the violation.
Jan. 28 — Officers were dispatched to Highlands 1, room
1350 for an alcohol overdose. Being under the legal age of 21,
Erica Day, 19, was charged with underage drinking, stated a
police report.
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‘Why Can’t I Touch It?’ exhibit hits ‘Boro
Bruce Gallery is located in Doucette Hall and is open
Tuesday to Thursday from noon to 6 p.m., and Friday to
Saturday from noon to 3 p.m. It hosts art by established
artists, students and faculty throughout the year.
“When the Buzzcocks were asking this question, they
were referring to the teen angst of not being able to touch
somebody. I thought it was a fitting parallel to sculpture and
the wanting to engage with it in a sensual way.”
— Justus Cotterill, curator statement.

Photos: Livia Homerski

Sometimes you can touch the art, as Barbara Wegner and
her children, Ayla and Sebastian, discovered.

EU alum named new interim
director at Erie Art Museum
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

According to a press release,
the Erie Art Museum has
named Edinboro University
alumna Donna Douglass
as interim director. Her
predecessor, Susan Black
Keim, was interim director for
six months and departed on
Dec. 22, 2017.
After obtaining her
bachelor’s degree in art
education from Edinboro,
Douglass pursued her Master
of Education from Penn State
in corporate development and
training.
Douglass has experience
with nonprofit organizations
and has served as director of
arts in education at the Arts
Council of Erie (now known
as Erie Arts and Culture),
as executive director of the
YWCA of Erie (now Early
Connections), and as both
program officer and director
of donor services at the Erie
Community Foundation. She

has also served as a former
museum board member and
participated in the museum’s
fundraising activities.
Although the interim
director transition has been
completed, the museum is
still searching for a full-time
executive director. Jim Parlin,
chair of Edinboro University’s
art department and board
member at the museum, is
helping lead the transition
team with search consultant
Tom Moore.
“Having the strong interim
team of Susan and now
Donna puts us in the fortunate
position to take our time
identifying the right candidate
to lead the museum into its
next stage of success,” stated
board president Stephen
Porter in the release.
“In the meantime, the
quality of programing at
the museum has continued
without missing a beat, thanks
to the EAM staff and curator
Susan Barnett.”
The museum’s operational

Missed One?
Looking for an
old issue?
Find the 201718 issue archive
online at
EdinboroNow.com.

budget remains steady, even
amidst the transitions, and
the press release thanked the
multi-year gifts and pledges
totaling more than $1 million
from the last six months of
2017.
“Our expanded museum
facility helped pave the way
for the Erie Downtown
Development Corporation’s
vision for a thriving, livable
and vibrant downtown
neighborhood,” said Porter
in the release. “The museum
provides a cultural anchor for
that effort and we look forward
to helping this vision unfold.”
The Erie Art Museum’s
hours of operation are Tuesday
through Saturday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday 1
to 5 p.m. Additional visitor
information can be found
online at erieartmuseum.org,
or by calling (814) 459- 5477.
Livia Homerski can be
reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.

AVFTI on action, intervention,
support for survivors

By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

With Amity Fest II, a music festival
held at Basement Transmissions in Erie
on Jan. 27, Amity Threads partnered with
the A Voice For the Innocent (AVFTI)
organization in order to raise awareness
for survivors of sexual abuse and assault.
The organization works heavily within the
music, arts and entertainment scene as a
resource for support and awareness. AVFTI
officially launched in 2012 and achieved
non-profit status in 2014.
Jamie Sivrais is the founder of AVFTI and
is not afraid to share his story with others.
This has led to many people opening up
to him about their own stories, and that is
when the idea for the organization began to
form.
“I was abused when I was a kid by my dad
for three years. I told my mom, and when I
told her, she really reacted the way I think
people should react. She let me know on
a daily basis that it wasn’t my fault, [that]
she was proud of me, she loved me, she
supported me; [she] got me in counseling
and all that,” he explained. “Because of how
she responded, I was never ashamed of my
story. I would share it in high school and
college, and in different bands I’ve played
in.”
He continued: “Often times, people
would tell me a story back. They would
say, ‘You’re the first person I’ve ever told.
I didn’t know where help was available. I
didn’t know where to turn. I tried to tell
somebody and they didn’t believe me.’ I
hated that people felt like they didn’t know
where they could turn.”
Sivrais explained that when he discovered
To Write Love On Her Arms, a nonprofit
organization dedicated to helping people
with mental health issues like anxiety and
depression, he thought that there should
be an organization dedicated to helping
victims of sex abuse.
“In my mind, it turned into, ‘You need to
do something about sex abuse,’” explained
Sivrais.
He began to put the idea into action
when his band broke up and it was time
to try something new. Through mutual
friends, he met Eric Boggs, who developed
the website for AVFTI and who is currently
the vice president. The company started out
with just them “sitting in an IHOP, talking
about what we wanted it to be,” recalled
Sivrais.
AVFTI is not exclusively an organization
for the music scene, however, as it strives
towards having a presence in all areas of
entertainment and connecting to anyone
who may need it.
“We want to be where people are.
Now typically, the people that we find
our message resonates the most with are
involved with counter-culture movement or
community,” Sivrais said.
In addition to working within the pop-

punk, metal, indie and hip-hop music
scenes in Cincinnati, the organization has
also worked at events such as comic and
cosplay conventions.
They support movements like “Cosplay’s
Not Consent,” which focuses on keeping
women safe at comic conventions.
AVFTI also supports the LGBTQ+
community, and has been to a few pride
parades and events in Cincinnati.
When asked what someone should
do in case they are witnessing sexual
harassment or assault, Sivrais broke it
down to a three point action plan for
bystander intervention. Before going into
it, he prefaced it with the challenges of just
calling someone out or making a scene.
“We understand that there are lots and
lots of obstacles going into this. People like
to say a lot of times, ‘Just go up and stop it;
you’re being silent!’ and they don’t consider
that they themselves have probably been
silent at some point and it’s hard.”
So, what you can do is direct, delegate
and distract.
Direct, as Sivrais exlained, is an
opportunity to divert the harasser’s
attention, or direct attention to the
situation.
“Direct is a wonderful option if you are a
Type A personality who doesn’t mind going
right up to someone and saying, ‘Hey, you
need to stop,’ or going to the other side of
that and going up to the victim and asking
if they’re alright.”
Delegating is an option where you get
someone else involved and bring the issue
to their attention. Calling security, asking
your friend with a fearless personality,
or letting one of the victim’s friends
know what’s going on are all options for
delegating.
As for distracting, it’s a way to intervene
by just going up and talking to the victim,
or even the harasser.
“Just going up to the girl or person
being harassed and asking if they want to
grab a cigarette, even if you don’t smoke
[is distracting]. Go up and act like you’re
drunk, cause a big scene to draw attention
to it. You could ask the guy’s name and tell
them, ‘Somebody’s looking for you in the
back.’”
Sivrais reminded that if we think we are
seeing harassment, other people are likely
seeing it too. He explained the importance
of the helping model, meaning that if one
person helps, someone else might step
forward too.
When asked what one should do if
they find themselves being harassed or
in a situation where they feel unsafe,
Sivrais stated: “So much depends on the
circumstances. I want to clarify that in no
circumstances is it okay for a human being
to be harassed.
What I mean is that going to a show and
being harassed is way different than going
to work and being harassed. It’s different
than going to school and being harassed.
I would first find someone you can talk to
about the situation, who may or may not
be connected to it. If there’s no one that
you feel you can talk to, go to avfti.org and
we’re there. It’s free, it’s anonymous and you
don’t have to give names. People share their
stories, ask questions there and there are
trained volunteers that will give you advice.

See AVFTI, A6
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Justin Timberlake

AWOLNATION

Rich Brian

“Man of the Woods”

“Here Come the Runts”

“Amen”

A message of soul searching surfaces a few times
in his songs, but the lyrics are too repetitive and
ambiguous to pinpoint the relevance between his
fashion statement and his music.

The runts deliver just a little too much classic rock
influence instead of unpredictability, causing their
triumphant declaration to transform into a quiet
announcement.

With one single certified gold and a number one
album on iTunes, this won’t be the last we hear
from Rich Brian, but one can only hope that his
next album feels more cohesive and less bland.

Standout tracks: “Morning Light,” “Say
Something” & “Higher Higher.”

Standout tracks: “My Molasses” & “7 Sticks of
Dynamite.”

Standout tracks: “Cold,” & “Introvert (feat. Joji).”

Rale Daver’s ‘Big Trouble’ EP
a welcome take on synthwave
By Livia Homerski
Arts Editor

Edinboro alumnus Race Dauer is the mind
behind the synthwave project Rale Daver. A
self-professed “closet musician,” Dauer has
been playing drums for several years and
turned to programming electronic music
while away from his kit. The “Big Trouble”
EP was released in October of 2017, and
since then, has been racking up Soundcloud
listens.
Synthwave is an instrumental genre
brewed with the ‘80s in mind, where there
is a focus on video game sounds and
science fiction aesthetics. The synths on
“Big Trouble” lack the typical cuteness that
dominates chiptune, and instead, cuts right
to the action with EDM-friendly hooks
and drops. The EP’s feeling is dark, but
illuminated by bright flashes of the neon
lights in a video game sequence.
“Top Chief ” opens with ambient pilot
sounds and gives way to heartbeat-like
percussion and a searing saw bass. It’s
a jarring transition soothed by organic
percussion that sounds as though it’s being
played on an old steel can. The rhythm builds
towards the middle, and churns out the rest
of the song into a heroic gallop. The fluidity
of this first track challenges the listener’s
attention, but prepares them for what’s to
come.
“Finding Will” is a track inspired by hit
thriller series “Stranger Things” in both the
title and rolling electronic bass. There’s some
production ear-candy in the vibraphone
plinks & drum beats that oscillate between
your left and right headphones or speakers.
The attention to detail regarding the
placement of percussion accents serves

as evidence of Dauer’s ear as an actual
drummer. He takes advantage of the things
you can do while programming that wouldn’t
be feasible with just one live drummer.
Synth rich and gloomy, “Dark Star” is an
intergalactic journey. Propelled by robotic
hand drums and determination in the
uplifting chord progressions, “Dark Star”
requires several spins to catch all of the
unique sounds and changes the song will go
through. The last minute of this track is one
of the sparkling high points of the album,
a catchy organ riff and drums creating a
strong, triumphant ending.
“Big Trouble” is the boss battle and thus,
an appropriate moniker of the EP. It’s very
dark and conjuring while building up to a
launching climax. This song definitely would
fall under the cyber-punk umbrella due to
the creepy drama and sample. While “Big
Trouble” is much heavier than the other
tracks on the EP, it remains cohesive thanks
to the organic reverb effect on the chimes.
The song ends abruptly with a ringing bell
that quickly fades out, a brief cliffhanger for
the next adventure.
The EP thoughtfully juxtaposes organic
instruments amidst the elasticity of the
synths, an unexpected but welcome take on
the soundscapes synthwave can offer. This
is a short release, but the songs are very
rich in song structure. Everything sounds as
though it has a purpose and a story behind it.
This collection could easily be heard in the
background of a high action video game or
the next dystopian movie. The music works
well enough without lyrics, and the 1980s
nostalgia runs rampant.
Livia Homerski can be reached at
ae.spectator@gmail.com.
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‘41,’ the new album from Reggie and the Full Effect, will be released on Feb. 23.

Interview: James Dewees (Reggie and the Full Effect)
By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

Lead singer of punk rock band Reggie
and the Full Effect (RATFE), James Dewees,
is well known for his unconventional and
refreshing twist on punk music. Dewees, of
the Get Up Kids and formerly My Chemical
Romance, has honest and sometimes atypical
lyrics that are part of his success, and his
upcoming studio album, “41,” will be no
exception.
On the “41” cover sits Dewees, his long
hair floating in the breeze while his hand
props up his head. His eyes closed peacefully,
the black and white cover resembles…Adele’s
“21”? Genius.
“41” is set to release on Feb. 23, with
RATFE touring in support of Senses Fail and
with Have Mercy and Household beginning
on Feb. 27.
Q: Did you start working on “41”
immediately after “No Country for Old
Musicians,” or was there a break?”
James Dewees: There was kind of a break,
because writing RATFE songs — there isn’t
really a set time for it; they just kind of come
when they come.
Q: How long did you work on “41” for?
JD: About a year. And then recording it
was a couple months.
Q: Did the Adele concept come naturally,
or was that something that just happened?
JD: I was listening to Adele and was like,
“Oh, I should rip this off.”
Q: How is this album different from your
previous albums?
JD: I’d say it’s different because a lot of the
songs are a little more serious because the
record tone has a lot to do with my mom
passing away.
Q: How did Ray Toro (My Chemical
Romance), Jarrod Alexander (Death by

Stereo, My Chemical Romance) and Jerry
Pauly (Pentimento) contribute to the
album? What did they add?
JD: Ray and I’ve been talking about
doing a record together since My Chemical
Romance was still going on. When the band
(MCR) stopped playing, Ray ended up taking
some of the studio stuff to his house and
setting up a home studio. He worked on his
solo record, and then when he was finished
with that, I liked the sound of his solo record
so much that I said, ‘Hey, if you want to do
this, let’s get together and work on the Reggie
songs.’ So, we decided to do it. Jarrod’s just
been a good friend; he’s a really, really good
drummer, and so doing some of the basic
recording stuff was just getting the drum
tracks done, and Jarrod was solid enough
to get them all done in one day. And then
Jerry’s been singing back-ups for Reggie now
for like three years, so I felt like it was time
that Jerry needed to be on a record.
Q: What new music are you listening to?
JD: Right now, I haven’t been listening to
any music. I started playing keyboards in that
Buffalo thing with Keith (Buckley) and Steve
(Micciche) called Soul Patch (‘90s alternative
cover band) and so I’ve been listening to a lot
of ‘90s music trying to learn the songs.
Q: Do you listen to your own music?
JD: Only at first when I get the things to
listen to [for] different flaws and things like
that, but usually when it comes out I won’t
really listen to it again for a long time.
Q: If someone who has never heard
RATFE before could only listen to one song
from “41,” what should it be and why?
JD: I’d say “Maggie” just because…it’s like
an old Reggie song, but a new Reggie song at
the same time.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at edinboro.
spectator@gmail.com.

The Arts
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AVFTI
From A4
Just find people that can be a support system,
or talk to us, [as] that’s why we’re there.”
Sivrais sees a change in present day, with
movements like #MeToo and #TimesUp
taking hold.
“Just like in the 1970s, people could still
drink and drive. You would get pulled over,
and you could tell the officer that it wasn’t

his business how much you drank. When
society wants to change, it will change very
quickly. And I think we’re heading towards
that change with the issue of sexual assault.”
Livia Homerski can be reached at
ae.spectator@gmail.com.

Photo: Tribune News Service

Despite reported issues with director Quentin Tarantino, Uma Thurman shared her
dangerous crash footage and decried Harvey Weinstein’s actions and influence.

Uma Thurman shares crash
footage, condemns Weinstein
By Rachel DeSantis
New York Daily News
Uma Thurman shared footage of the “Kill
Bill” crash that nearly cost her life as she
expressed pride in director Quentin Tarantino
and doubled down on her condemnation of
Harvey Weinstein.
The footage of the on-set car crash in
Mexico, which was first published Saturday in
the New York Times, has no audio, but clearly
shows Thurman seriously injured after her
speeding car veers and crashes into a palm
tree.
In the immediate aftermath, she grabs her
head, then quickly slumps back in visible pain
while crew members come to her aid. They
eventually remove her from the car.
Thurman shared the footage on Instagram
Monday in order to, she wrote, “memorialize
its full exposure” in light of the Times piece,
which detailed her own Harvey Weinstein
sexual assault story.
“The circumstances of this event were
negligent to the point of criminality. I do not
believe though with malicious intent,” she
wrote.
The actress, 47, said she received the
footage from a “deeply regretful” Tarantino
years after the fact so that she could share it
as she saw fit.
“He did so with full knowledge it could
cause him personal harm, and I am proud
of him for doing the right thing and for his
courage,” she wrote.
Thurman’s niceties stopped there,
though, as she ripped into the trio she
holds accountable for the great lengths
they went to in an attempt to cover up
the accident: producer Lawrence Bender,
executive producer E. Bennett Walsh and the
“notorious” Weinstein.
“THE COVER UP after the fact is
UNFORGIVABLE,” she said. “They lied,
destroyed evidence, and continue to lie about
the permanent harm they caused and then
chose to suppress. The cover up did have
malicious intent, and shame on these three
for all eternity.”
Thurman also lashed out at her agency at
the time, CAA, for failing to send someone to
Mexico to check up on her.
“I hope they look after other clients more

respectfully if they in fact want to do the job
for which they take money with any decency,”
she wrote.
The actress brought forth the shocking
details of the car crash in the Times, and
revealed how the accident soured her
relationship with Tarantino, who once
considered the blonde his muse.
Thurman explained that Tarantino wanted
her to drive a blue convertible in one of
“Kill Bill”s most famous scenes, but that she
objected after hearing from a teamster that
the vehicle might have operating problems.
She asked for a stunt person to take her
place, angering Tarantino, who Thurman said
came to her trailer “furious” and persuaded
her to complete the scene with promises that
it would be perfectly safe.
She had her reservations “That was a
deathbox that I was in,” she said , but agreed
anyway.
Thurman said that after the car crashed,
she thought she’d never walk again , and
that her request to see footage was promptly
rejected by the famed director.
“When I came back from the hospital
in a neck brace with my knees damaged
and a large massive egg on my head and a
concussion, I wanted to see the car and I was
very upset,” she told the Times. “Quentin and
I had an enormous fight, and I accused him
of trying to kill me. And he was very angry
at that, I guess understandably, because he
didn’t feel he had tried to kill me.”
Thurman said she tried to obtain footage
of the crash, but Miramax would only grant
her permission if she signed a contract that
released them “of any consequences of my
future pain and suffering,” she said.
The actress said the incident and
subsequent fallout strained her relationship
with Tarantino for years, and that he finally
gave in 15 years later.
“Harvey assaulted me but that didn’t kill
me,” she says. “What really got me about
the crash was that it was a cheap shot. I had
been through so many rings of fire by that
point. I had really always felt a connection to
the greater good in my work with Quentin
and most of what I allowed to happen to me
and what I participated in was kind of like
a horrible mud wrestle with a very angry
brother. But at least I had some say, you
know?”

Photo: Tribune News Service

‘The Cloverfield Paradox’ premiered on Netflix immediately after the Super Bowl. The
film is the third in the J.J. Abrams branded sci-fi series.

Netflix’s ‘Cloverfield Paradox’
brings the monsters to space
By Justin Chang

Los Angeles Times
The “Cloverfield” movies
so far have been governed
by a fairly simple premise,
an alien invasion of Earth
is underway, but their
distribution and marketing
strategies have been anything
but straightforward.
As a storyteller, the
producer J.J. Abrams has
proven himself to be a
serviceable recycler of
B-movie ideas, but as a
master of event-movie
showmanship he has
relatively few equals. He
takes an impish delight in
ambushing the audience,
in trotting out the kinds of
promotional gimmicks that
arrest our attention, even as
they threaten to reduce the
movies themselves to mere
afterthoughts.
Abrams and Paramount
Pictures stirred up a lot
of excitement with their
stealthy, spoiler-averse ad
campaign for “Cloverfield”
(2008), a clumsy but
self-consciously clever
Manhattan monster movie
told entirely through “found
footage.” Eight years later,
the studio classed up the
series considerably with
“10 Cloverfield Lane,” a
superior captivity thriller
so unexpectedly tense
and well acted, it was no
surprise to learn that it
had been conceived as a
stand-alone item and was
reverse-engineered into a
“Cloverfield” movie late into
the process.
In a series where anything
goes, it was perhaps a
shrewd decision for Netflix,
the distributor of “The
Cloverfield Paradox,” to
release this third chapter
immediately after the Super
Bowl broadcast Sunday
night, and to first announce
that release only hours
before. Never mind the fact
that your game-day pizza
boxes were probably ejected
with more fanfare. It turned
out to be a fitting release
strategy for a movie that
demands to be consumed, if
it must be consumed at all,
under the booziest, most
anticlimactic circumstances
possible.
Only in a room dominated
by the sounds of celebratory
(or commiserative) beer
clinking and leftover nacho

scarfing can the nuances
of Oren Uziel’s script be
properly appreciated. Rather
than lobbing your questions
and exclamations into the
silent void of a darkened
theater, “wait, what just
happened?” “What’s going
on with that dude’s face?”
“Ewww!”, you and your
friends can discuss them
amongst yourselves, and
perhaps even come to a few
satisfactory conclusions
where the filmmakers have
neglected to provide any.
After a brief prologue
establishing a devastating
energy crisis on Earth,
the Nigerian American
director Julius Onah whisks
us aboard the Cloverfield
Space Station, where a
crew has spent more than
a year trying to harness a
new power source. Led by
Commander Kiel (David
Oyelowo), the team begins
testing an extraordinarily
powerful particle accelerator
that could save their planet
from permanent blackout.
Unfortunately, it could also
“rip open the membrane
of space time,” unleashing
chaos on a truly monstrous
scale, a risk that these
astronauts have little choice
but to take.
There are early warning
signs of a less-thanunified front, thanks to
some strained bickering
between the two shiftiest
staffers (Aksel Hennie and
Daniel Bruhl). But we are
meant to take solace in
the professionalism and
decency of Tam (Zhang
Ziyi), the most fluent of the
many Mandarin speakers
on board, and Monk (John
Ortiz), the team’s Godfearing conscience, as well
as the comic relief supplied
by Mundy (Chris O’Dowd).
And it’s easy enough
to warm to the movie’s
protagonist, Ava Hamilton
(Gugu Mbatha-Raw), a
devoted team player who
can’t wait to be reunited with
her husband (Roger Davies)
back on Earth.
Naturally, nothing goes
according to plan. Despite
its efforts to sidestep some
of the more obvious cliches
of its chosen subgenre, “The
Cloverfield Paradox” falls
very much in that tradition
of movies that play out like
“And Then There Were
None” in space, in which

the individual astronaut
characters struggle to be as
memorable as their death
scenes. There are a few
surprising developments,
many of them involving
some awfully creative bodily
trauma. Certainly no picture
that finds room for Elizabeth
Debicki could be reckoned a
complete waste of time.
But what excitement this
movie is able to muster
soon gives way to the
startling realization that
virtually none of its twists,
for all their dimensionhopping audacity, have been
coherently or intelligently
thought through. Narrative
incompetence is one of
the more venial sins of
big-budget filmmaking,
but there is something
particularly ugly and cynical
about the sloppiness of “The
Cloverfield Paradox,” as if its
status as a franchise stepping
stone excused its blithe
contempt for the audience’s
satisfaction.
Die-hard “Cloverfield”
conspiracy theorists can
distract themselves by
figuring out this story’s
relationship with the other
two films, even if the
connections feel vague and
scattershot at best. And even
self-identifying fans may be
dispirited by the degree to
which the movie plays like a
retread of innumerable other
science-fiction thrillers,
including the “Alien” movies,
“Event Horizon,” “Sunshine,”
“Europa Report” and last
year’s underappreciated
“Life,” which died a
premature death in theaters.
A similarly indifferent
box-office fate might
well have awaited “The
Cloverfield Paradox” before
its original distributor,
Paramount, doubtless aware
that its price tag (north of
$40 million) was grossly
disproportionate to either
its quality or its potential,
wound up selling the movie
to Netflix, ensuring it at least
a blip in the annals of great
publicity ploys. Perhaps
that’s the true meaning of
the “Cloverfield” paradox,
whereby the high-profile
disappointments of the past
can be instantly configured
into the event movies of
the future. It’s a pretty neat
trick, even if it’s the audience
that winds up paying the
difference.

Games
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Across
1 Hebrew scholar
6 Borden spokescow
11 With 25-Across, "Scream" director
14 Watery expanse
15 Double-check, as totals
16 Shakespearean prince or Broadway producer Prince
17 *"Never!"
19 Incoming flight info
20 Flower parts
21 Visit
22 Fedora feature
23 Valley with wine cellars and sellers
25 See 11-Across
27 Rock gently
29 "Is this a good move for me?"
31 Folk singer Phil
32 Steeped beverage
33 Become a pro at
36 After "no," "Not possible!"
37 *"Not another problem!"
39 State
40 Appetizer follower
42 That woman
43 Tortoise racer
44 Carpenter's cordless cutter
46 Temper tantrums
47 Tank type
48 Mix
50 Jelly holders
51 Turf roll
53 Olympic segments
57 Outback bird
58 *"I don't need a second opinion!"
60 Sit-up targets
61 Sporty Chevy
62 Angler's danglers
63 "Nope"
64 Portfolio part
65 Snooty sorts
Down
1 Lettered theater locations
2 Post-workout soreness
3 Warning toot
4 Fruit that grows in bunches
5 Like catchable foul balls
6 Physicist's work unit
7 Not so pricey
8 Seattle's __ Field
9 Unsubstantiated bit of gossip
10 Ice cream maker Joseph
11 *"Happenin' scene, man!"
12 Enjoy home cooking
13 Shut angrily
18 Web access co.
22 Brief briefs?
24 On the water
26 "There oughta be __!"
27 Read quickly
28 *"Cool your heels!"
30 Yoga system
31 Be in debt
32 Things to "do" after you 12-Down
34 Glasses holders
35 Pumpernickel grain

37 Took one's turn
38 Latest buzz
41 Knocks quickly
43 Joined the staff
45 Skedaddles
46 Journalism's traditional set of questions, obliquely addressed by the answers to starred clues
47 Brazilian dance
49 "__War": Shatner novel
50 Novelist Auel
52 Time stamp component
54 "Stoned Soul Picnic" songwriter Laura
55 Archaeological site
56 Figure (out)
58 Harpers Ferry st.
59 Jazz gig unit

Answers to last week’s puzzle:
Monday, Feb. 5 – Sunday, Feb. 11, 2018
Aries: March 21 — April 19
As a passionate Fire sign, you're not always
comfortable with compromise. Right now
Mars is enhancing your need to be aggressive
and assertive. It's OK to express yourself
strongly, but avoid being too manipulative
with your sweetheart.
Taurus: April 20 — May 20
A romance is going through a
transformation, thanks to Venus. If you're
in a long-term relationship, you're thinking
about taking things to the next level. Or if
you've been fighting too much with your
honey, you might decide to call it quits.
Gemini: May 21 — June 21
With Mars opposite your sign, take extra
good care of yourself. Make sure you are
getting enough sleep and eating decent
food. Taking some vitamins wouldn't be a
bad idea, either. Enlist your partner to start
working out or hiking with you.

Libra: Sept. 23 — Oct. 23
Your romantic partner might urge you to
be more adventurous in the bedroom. The
sun says don't let your relationship grow stale
by neglecting to give your honey enough
quality attention. Turn off the phone, the
computer and the TV and get focused.
Scorpio: Oct. 24 — Nov. 21
You'll experience a nice breakthrough
this week. Lucky planet Jupiter is blasting
you with some special vibes. Maybe a job
you applied for ages ago will suddenly come
through. Maybe that hot guy or girl will
finally agree to go out with you.
Sagittarius: Nov. 22 — Dec. 21
You're in the mood to get into trouble
as you feel the influences of a mischievous
moon. If you're single, you could make a
saucy proposal to someone when he or she
least expects it. If you're in a relationship,
you could treat your honey to a fun night
out.

Cancer: June 22 — July 22
A friendly moon is enhancing your charm.
You could attract the attention of a sexy
new friend or acquaintance. If you are in a
situation where you are meeting strangers,
you'll handle yourself with confidence and
ease.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 — Jan.19
Venus says it's important to be open to
innovation. At work, maybe you need to put
in extra hours to pick up some fresh skills so
you can stay current with what's happening
in your profession. At home, try out some
new chore routines and social schedules.

Leo: July 23 — Aug. 22
You and your honey are sharing a frisky,
sexy vibe. You'll want to spend intimate time
with your sweetheart and to celebrate your
relationship. Cook a romantic dinner. Recite
love poems. The moon says indulge in all
those sweet, sappy things.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 — Feb. 18
Someone might try to woo or seduce
you, courtesy of romantic Venus. Maybe a
neighbor has a crush on you and he or she
will finally make those feelings known. Or
perhaps a former flame suddenly wants to get
back together with you.

Virgo: Aug. 23 — Sept. 22
Thoughtful Jupiter is giving you
inspiration about how to handle your career
in a new way. You'll come up with a plan to
change your situation and increase your cash
flow. Dare to dream big. Make sure your
partner understands how busy you are.

Pisces: Feb. 19 — March 20
You and your partner are getting along
well, but don't invest 100 percent of your
time and energy in your relationship. Try to
remain balanced. Jupiter is reminding you
that you have a lot going on right now, and
you need to divide your time evenly.

BORO EVENTS
On Campus
Women’s Basketball vs. Gannon

Men’s Basketball vs. Gannon

Performing Arts Series presents:
“Step Afrika!”

Black History Month Living Museum

EU Planetarium presents:
“The Stars are Ours”

Wrestling vs. West Virginia

2/10 | 1 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

2/10 | 3 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

2/13 | All Day
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

2/10 | 8 p.m.
Cole Auditorium

2/15 | 7 p.m.
McComb Fieldhouse

2/14 | 7 p.m.
Cooper Science Center — Planetarium

In The Community
Erie RV Show

Paws For A Cause

Erie Otters vs. Mississauga

Presque Isle History Series

2/10 | Noon to 5 p.m.
Polish Falcons Club
Erie

2/9 | Noon to 8 p.m.
Bayfront Convention Center
Erie

2/11 | 2 p.m.
Erie Insurance Arena
Erie

2/12 | 6 to 7 p.m.
Tom Ridge Environmental Center
Erie

UPBʼs Movie of the Week
Coco

Wednesday & Thursday, 2/21 & 2/22 — 8 p.m.
Friday, 2/23 — 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Saturday, 2/24 — 2 p.m., 5 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Sunday, 2/25 — 2 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

SHOWTIMES:
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Women’s team clinches PSAC playoff spot,
tops tough foe in Cal U
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The Edinboro women’s
basketball team secured their spot
in the Pennsylvania State Athletic
Conference playoffs on Feb. 3 with a
79-66 win over California University
of Pennsylvania at home.
Following the win, Edinboro moved
up the Women’s Basketball Coaches
Association (WBCA) Division II
Top 25 rankings, going from No.
15 to No. 13, and placed No. 18 in
the Division II Sports Information
Directors Association (D2SIDA) Top
25 poll after weeks of showing up
under teams “also receiving votes.”
They also improved to second place in
the D2SIDA Atlantic Region Women’s
Basketball Poll.
Cal U fell to No. 20 in the WBCA
rankings.
Edinboro struck first with a Jontay
Walton layup, which led to a 13-5 early
run that would put Edinboro on top.
The Vulcans would score 4 straight,

though, to cut the lead to 13-9 at the
end of the first quarter.
Edinboro’s Ayana Vaughn would
open the scoring in the second quarter
with a layup after an offensive rebound
off a missed Michelle Jahn 3-point
attempt. Cal U brought the deficit to
within single digits with four minutes
left in the half, but Edinboro would
maintain their margin, leading 32-27.
The Vulcans would open up the
scoring in the third quarter, but
Edinboro put up 10 points in three
minutes to increase their lead to 42-32.
Ciara Rosten put up a layup along with
Jahn, who also put up two free throws,
and Michaela Barnes finished the
streak with two layups.
Edinboro would lead by 16 points
twice during the final quarter on their
way to winning. The victory comes
after Edinboro lost to Cal U, 74-71,
earlier in the season. The Vulcans
were the first team this season to beat
Edinboro.
Walton had 19 points and 5 assists
in the effort, while Jahn went 9-10

from the free-throw line. Rosten had
17 points and 15 rebounds en route to
being named the PSAC West Women’s
Basketball Athlete of the Week.
Edinboro held California’s Shartara
Parson, who leads all PSAC scorers, to
only 9 points.
Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach
Callie Wheeler said the team played
well, even when Rosten and Whitney
Allen were forced to sit for extended
stretches so that they wouldn’t foul
themselves out of the game.
“It feels really good. Our girls
worked really hard. They worked
together as a team,” Wheeler said.
“There were times where we dealt with
some adversity with foul trouble, but
they hung in there and really stuck
together as a unit.”
The Fighting Scots will take on
Gannon University at home on
Saturday at 1 p.m. when they celebrate
Make-a-Wish Day.
Erica Burkholder can be reached at
sports.spectator@gmail.com.

Photos: Madi Gross

The EU women’s basketball team won against Cal U, 79-66.

Winter Olympics begin in PyeongChang on Thursday
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Arcade
A breakdown of
politics
Staff writer Zeila
Hobson discusses
the societal impact of
partisan politics, B4.
Four co-op video games to avoid this
Valentine’s Day, B8.
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The Spectator recaps the NHL
2017-2018 season so far
By Erica Burkholder
Staff Writer

The two-time Stanley Cup champions
started the season slower than in the past,
as they struggled for most of the first
half to keep a win streak above four. But,
things are looking up. Matt Murray has
returned to net after taking some time
off for personal reasons, and the backup
goalies managed to protect the net during
his absence. Evgeni Malkin is continuing
to heat up and an on-fire Malkin is hard to
stop. The good news is that the Penguins
have shown they can still beat the Capitals,
which if history repeats itself, will be
needed in the postseason.

Photo: Madi Gross

Jaymon Mason runs down the court during a game against California University of
Pennsylvania on Saturday, Feb. 3, 2018. Edinboro won the game 79-63.
The Capitals lost some amazing talent
over the summer, and their season started
out slowly as they dealt with figuring out
their team chemistry and which players
from Hershey they should rely on. Since
then, they have figured out their game and
have been sitting steady among the best in
the Metro Division. If their season continues
as is, they should be in a nice playoff spot.

Men’s basketball come back
from loss with two straight wins
By Erica Burkholder

on in the second half, and we didn’t respond

Edinboro’s men’s basketball team played

sure we learn from that and protect the lead.”

Staff Writer

on Saturday in front of a raucous student

The Sabres’ season has been nothing
short of rough. They have more losing
streaks than they do wins, while each
streak is lasting longer and longer; their
playoff hopes are basically gone. Buffalo
will be sellers with the trade deadline
looming, and most accounts point to an
Evander Kane exit. If the Sabres’ play stays
the same as the rest of their season, they
should be in a good spot for a top draft
pick.

up a 10-0 run, bookended by a layup and

coming away with a 79-63 victory against

free throw from Liggins and a layup and two

California University of Pennsylvania. This

free throws by Trey Staunch, increasing their

of Pittsburgh-Johnstown on Jan. 31.
It seemed as though Edinboro had
an answer for every bit of offense Cal U
attempted to put together. The Vulcans
opened the scoring, but Edinboro rushed

The Rangers started off slow, with
losses outnumbering their wins, but they
picked up more wins in November and
have been trading winning streaks for
losing streaks. The Rangers are having
an average season and the loss of Kevin
Shattenkirk to injury has not helped
their defense. Henrik Lundqvist has been
standing on his head for the Rangers,
and as long as he is kept healthy and the
team steps up a bit more, they could slip
into the playoffs. How they handle the
trade deadline could most certainly end
their playoff hopes, though, if they give
up too many players.

Edinboro was able to respond by putting

body for the first time since November,

followed a 87-72 victory over the University

The Flyers started the season off quite
mediocre, with their wins and losses
averaging out until November. They
dropped 10 games in a row, though five
of them were overtime or shootout losses,
and they rebounded with a six-game
winning streak. If the Flyers can keep
performing at the level they have been
playing recently, they can easily put up a
fight for a playoff spot and make the Metro
Division more interesting.

well, [and] blew a big lead. Just got to make

out to a 17-6 lead only a quarter of the way
through the first half. California attempted
to cut down the lead, but Edinboro answered
with two 3-pointers.
Edinboro then put together a 16-2 run,
started by two Keshawn Liggins free throws
and a 3-pointer, and finishing with an
Anthony Coleman layup, making the score
46-27 at the half. The Fighting Scots did not
turn the ball over at all in that first half.
The Vulcans came out for the second half
with an explosive offense and challenged the
Scots’ comfortable lead. Cal U started with
an 8-0 run before Edinboro could score,
quickly cutting their deficit to 10, then to
53-48.
Edinboro Assistant Men’s Basketball
Coach Chris Bess said the Fighting Scots

lead to 63-48.
Cal U would not be able to pull closer
than 12 for the rest of the game.
Liggins, who played all 40 minutes and
had 22 points with 6 assists and 6 rebounds,
was named the PSAC West Men’s Basketball
Co-Player of the Week.
Cal U’s Howze scored 30 points and
snagged 7 rebounds.
Coleman finished with 15 points, 4 assists,
7 rebounds and 4 steals. Mason scored 10
points and collected 9 rebounds. Edinboro
turned the ball over a season-low four
times, which Bess said showed how good the
Fighting Scots can be when they are on the
same page.
“I think we played well. Anytime we play
a game and we only have four turnovers,
we played well,” he said. “We did a good job
sharing the ball [and] we got contributions
from everybody. [It was an] all-around good
effort.”
Edinboro will host Gannon University on

need to keep pressure on other teams when

Saturday at 3 p.m. The Fighting Scots will

they get out to an early lead.

also celebrate Make-a-Wish Day on Saturday.

“[We] just got to learn how to protect the
lead,” Bess said. “We knew they (California)
were going to come out with energy early

Erica Burkholder can be reached at sports.
spectator@gmail.com.

Wrestling hosts 29th annual Edinboro Open, four Fighting Scots place in the top six
By Christopher Rosato Jr.
Sports Editor

Schools from around the country converged in Edinboro for the university’s 29th annual
Edinboro Open wrestling tournament on Feb. 3.
The event, which is typically well-attended by elite wrestling schools, saw competitors
ranging from Eastern Wrestling League (EWL) foe Clarion University, to powerhouse
wrestling programs like Ohio State University and Central Michigan University, to schools
as far as Fresno, California.
Head Wrestling Coach Tim Flynn said that seeing the participation from schools around
the country is one of the highlights of the Edinboro Open each year.
“It’s neat to have an event that’s nationally recognized as a great event,” Flynn said. “It’s
just really a neat thing to have schools — you know, we had Fresno State [and] we had
Arizona State — just have people from all over the country coming. It’s nice to have that
on your campus.”
While some schools may send their varsity wrestlers to compete in the doubleelimination tournament, others — Edinboro included — use events like the Open as an
opportunity for their redshirt wrestlers and backups to compete. For Edinboro, the Open
also means getting to watch those wrestlers compete live.
“[A] lot of times when you’re redshirting, these guys are competing somewhere else
while varsity is somewhere,” Flynn said. “So I don’t actually physically get to see them and
watch them.”
One of the wrestlers Flynn was happy to see succeed in the tournament was redshirt
freshman Dakota Geer, who won his first four matches against competitors from Ohio
State, Navy, Central Michigan and Michigan University before losing the 184-pound
championship match against Lou DePrez of Binghamton University by a 10-0 major
decision.
Geer, who also won the Clarion Open at 184 pounds earlier in the season, said the level
of competition was high at the Edinboro Open.
“I think that could have been close to the toughest open I did other than Midlands,
but that was probably right up there I think,” Geer said. “I think it’s neat that a lot of kids
[from universities with strong wrestling programs] want to come here to wrestle. It means
that we have one of the tougher opens, so I think that’s cool.”
Flynn said that Geer, who did not redshirt in his true freshman year, but is this year, will
be a wrestler to watch over the next few campaigns.
“Geer, you know, is redshirting and he’s going to be a big part of our future,” Flynn
said. “For him to get quality matches is really good for us, and good for us to watch him

compete.”
Another wrestler who took advantage of his opportunity to compete was redshirt junior
Terrence Cheeks, who won his first three matches with a fall and two decisions, getting
himself into the heavyweight semifinals. In the semifinal round, Cheeks struggled to get
much offense going and took a 2-0 decision loss to Ohio State’s Gary Traub. Traub would
end up winning the heavyweight bracket after his opponent, Drexel University’s Joey
Goodhart, suffered an arm injury in the first round of the championship match.
In his final match of the event, Cheeks lost via technical fall to another Ohio State
wrestler, Chase Singletary, to settle for fourth place in the heavyweight bracket.
“[You] know, it’s nice for Terrence who’s been in the program for all four years, and
it’s just nice to see him get some Ws and compete hard,” Flynn said of the athlete’s early
success in the tournament.
Ty Schoffstall, who was competing to make up for events he missed earlier in the
season due to injury, saw success as well in the 174-pound division. He went undefeated,
including an 18-9 major decision over Fritz Schierl of Ohio State, along with a fall just
before the end of the first round against Caleb Stockmaster of Cleveland State. Those wins
would be followed by two more decision victories to get him into the championship match.
He medically forfeited the championship match to finish in second place, but Flynn later
said Schoffstall was on a four-match limit so that he wouldn’t wear himself out before the
team travels to Oklahoma this weekend for two events.
Richie Gomez and Tony Recco both lost their first matches in the 133-pound weight
class to force themselves to fight through the bottom bracket of the tournament. Recco
narrowly defeated Buffalo University’s Derek Spann before facing Mike Volyanyuk
(University of Michigan), who had previously defeated teammate Gomez.
Recco was unable to avenge Gomez’s earlier loss, but Gomez himself had fought his way
through the bottom bracket with a tech fall, forfeit and a 5-2 decision to set up his own
rematch with Volyanyuk. He would defeat him in a 7-6 decision. However, he would have
to settle for a sixth place finish after a 9-0 major decision loss to Central Michigan’s Drew
Marten.
Flynn said he was glad he was able to see Gomez and Recco fight their way through the
tournament and earn some convincing victories against tough competitors.
“I just think our backups really competed well; you know, Richie Gomez had a bunch of
wins,” Flynn said. “I saw Tony Recco get a couple wins. It’s nice for them to get out there
and compete, especially at home.”
Christopher Rosato Jr. can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.com.
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Jaymon Mason of the EU Men’s basketball team.
Photo: Tribune News Service

Philadelphia Eagles cornerback Jaylen Watkins (26), left, embraces cornerback Rasul Douglas (32) at the end of the game
after winning Super Bowl LII, defeating the New England Patriots 41-33 on Sunday, Feb. 4, 2018 at U.S. Bank Stadium in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

By Madi Gross

Eagles take down Patriots for first
franchise Super Bowl victory

Assistant Sports Editor
Q: What age did you begin playing basketball?
A: I began playing at about 3 years old.

Philadelphia holds off traditional New England comeback
with strong defense, wins 41-33
By Dakota Palmer
Executive Editor

The Philadelphia Eagles won their first
Vince Lombardi Trophy in NFL history
on Sunday after defeating five-time world
champions the New England Patriots in a
41-33 victory.
Eagles backup quarterback and Super
Bowl MVP Nick Foles led the team to a win
after first-string quarterback Carson Wentz
was unable to play due to an ACL injury
he sustained in December. Despite Patriots
quarterback Tom Brady’s veteran status, Foles
was able to throw for three touchdowns, with
Eagles tight end Trey Burton also throwing
one.
The Eagles almost scored a touchdown
within 8 minutes of the first quarter, but the
pass was blocked, resulting in the Eagles
having to settle for a field goal for the first
points of the game.
The Patriots tied up the game with a field
goal themselves with around 4 minutes left
in the first quarter, but the Eagles came back
with a 34-yard throw to Alshon Jeffrey in the
end zone to take the lead again. Kicker Jake
Elliot missed the point-after attempt, and the
first quarter ended 9-3.
In the first minute of the second quarter,
Patriots kicker Stephen Gostkowski missed a
field goal due to a mishandled snap by punter
Ryan Allen. At the 8:48 mark, Eagles running
back LeGarrette Blount rushed 21 yards for
a touchdown, but the Eagles failed on the
ensuing two-point conversion attempt.

Shortly after the following kickoff, Brady
threw to running back Rex Burkhead for
a gain of 46 yards. Eventually, Gostkowski
kicked a 45-yard field goal. With 5 minutes
left in the half, Foles threw an interception to
Patriots defensive back Duron Harmon after
the ball was knocked out of Jeffrey’s hands.
New England would gain their first
touchdown just before the two-minute
warning as running back James White
rushed 26 yards to the end zone, but
Gostkowski missed another point-after.
Foles threw to Corey Clement for 55 yards.
Then, in what might be the best play of the
game, Clement stood at the shotgun position,
and received the snap before handing the ball
off to tight end Trey Burton who then threw
the ball to a wide open Foles in the end zone.
With this play, Foles became the first player
to ever have both a touchdown pass and
reception in a Super Bowl game.
With that, the halftime score was 22-12,
with the Eagles leading by 10 points.
New England began the second half with
the ball and, at around the 12-minute mark,
Brady threw a 5-yard pass to tight end Rob
Gronkowski in the end zone. This time,
Gostkowski was able to complete the play
with a successful extra point kick.
Philadelphia responded with an 85-yard
rive capped by a 22-yard touchdown pass to
Clement; after the play was reviewed, it was
ruled complete by referee Gene Steratore,
much to the dismay of New England and its
fans.
The Patriots came back with a touchdown

Q&A with an athlete:
Jaymon Mason

near the 3-minute mark with a 26-yard pass
to wide receiver Chris Hogan, bringing the
game to within 3 points.
In the fourth quarter, Elliot kicked a
42-yard field goal, breaking the record for
longest field goal kick by a rookie, which
was previously 41 yards. At the 9:22 mark,
Brady passed to Gronkowski again for a
touchdown, giving New England their first
lead, 33-32.
Then, with just over 2 minutes to go, Foles
threw an 11-yard touchdown pass to tight
end Zach Ertz, which was reviewed and
ultimately ruled complete. After a botched
two-point conversion, it was anyone’s game.
On the ensuing Patriots drive, Eagles
defensive end Brandon Graham slipped
through and knocked the ball out of Brady’s
hands, causing a fumble which was recovered
by the Eagles. With 1 minute left, Elliot broke
his own record with a 46-yard field goal to
put the Eagles up 41-33.
The next drive for the Patriots was
nerve-wracking, as New England was at
fourth-and-10 when Brady passed to Danny
Amendola for 13 yards and a fresh set of
downs. With 9 seconds left, Brady, just
narrowly escaping being sacked, threw a
Hail Mary pass to Gronkowski. Gronkowski,
however, was swarmed by defenders and
was unable to complete the pass, making the
Eagles the 2018 Super Bowl champions.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at edinboro.
spectator@gmail.com.

Q: When was it that you knew you wanted to play
basketball at a college level?
A: Around my junior year of high school I started thinking
about playing at a college level.
Q: What is your favorite part of basketball?
A: My favorite part is just playing with all of my teammates
and all of the good memories that I’ve made playing.
Q: Do you have any pregame rituals?
A: I listen to music before games.
Q: What personal growth have you seen from yourself this
season so far?
A: I’ve become more of a vocal leader this season.
Q: What are you looking forward to for the rest of the
season?
A: I look forward to winning some more games and
hopefully making playoffs.
Madi Gross can be reached at sports.spectator@gmail.com.

Photo: EU Sports Information

Edinboro runners with McKean Elementary students.

‘Boro runners
volunteer at local
elementary school
EU Sports Information

Daniel Fernandez of the Edinboro undefeated men’s tennis team awaits a serve from his opponent.

Edinboro falls in spring
opener To Walsh on the road
By Thomas Wehner

Photo: Jacob McCool

Fighting Scots remain undefeated with
6-3 win over Walsh on the road
By Thomas Wehner

EU Sports Information

EU Sports Information

NORTH CANTON, Ohio - The Edinboro women’s tennis
team dropped their spring season opener on the road, 8-1,
to Walsh. The Fighting Scots dropped to 2-1 on the season
while Walsh improves to 2-1.
The lone Edinboro win came at number one doubles.
Interim Head Coach Kody Duncan’s team played with a
full lineup, but was unable to overcome the strong play by
Walsh. Laura Lopez and Tatiana Batalla Trabal teamed up
for the lone Edinboro win at the top doubles spot. The pair
won 9-7 over Mercedes Fernandez and Clara Drasch.
Batalla Trabal won the first set in singles over Drasch,
6-1, falling in the final two sets. With the match already
decided, the two played a match-tiebreaker (first player to
10 points, win by two) with Drasch squeezing by 10-6.
The Fighting Scots return to action in three weeks on
Saturday, Feb. 24, when they host Hillsdale College at the
Westwood Racquet Club at 3 p.m.

NORTH CANTON, Ohio - After sweeping doubles, the Edinboro
men’s tennis team split singles en route to a 6-3 road victory over Walsh on
Saturday. The Fighting Scots picked up wins at two through four singles
in addition to all three doubles matches. Edinboro improves to 3-0 for the
season with Walsh falling to 4-1.
The top pair of Vitor Albanese and Christian Roettger started off with
an 8-6 win over Vasily Vidmanov and Rodrigo Garcia. The pairs of Daniel
Fernandez and Kevin Mboko along with Mauricio Santos and Mateus Santos
both picked up 8-4 wins at number two and three doubles, respectively.
Needing only two singles matches to win, Edinboro instead picked up
three. Fernandez, ranked No. 16 in the ITA Atlantic Region, won 6-3, 6-4
over Flipp Kylynych at number two singles. Santos and Roettger also won
their singles matches to give Edinboro the win. Roettger, in his first collegiate
singles match win, split the first two sets before winning the match tiebreaker
10-5.
Edinboro returns to action on Saturday, Feb. 24, as they host Hillsdale
College at the Westwood Racquet Club in Erie. The match starts at 3 p.m.

Over the past two months, the Edinboro Track & Field
and Cross Country teams volunteered with the McKean
Elementary School’s Run Club held on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons. The Run Club is an after school
program that is free to all students.
“The kids enjoy the athlete mentors working with them
and look up to them,” Lisa Roberts, McKean Elementary
School teacher and Run Club coordinator said. “They so
enjoy when they visit.”
“I volunteered at Run Club because I thought it would
be a fun experience to work with kids,” Stefanie Parsons, a
freshman on the Track & Field and Cross Country teams
said. “Hopefully we can inspire them to be active and
maybe run track or cross country in the future.”
The conclusion of Run Club was this past Saturday
during the Al Hall Freedom Games at the Mike S.
Zafirovski Sports and Recreation Dome. At the meet,
students participated in either the 800-meter run or the
1-mile race.
“Our kids really love Run Club because it is the only
activity at the school that blends the levels,” Roberts said.
“So many get to be with their neighborhood friends and
siblings, it’s much different from any other program that
we have.”
More than 110 students ranging from kindergarten to
4th grade participated in Run Club this year. In addition,
almost 80 students, along with their families, competed in
one of the two events over the weekend.
“I feel this is a great program to open up or kids to
new experiences and let them know what type of positive
actives are available to them once they reach high school
and college,” Roberts said. “They really enjoy enjoyed
watching all the other events at the track meet and were
talking about it all day (Saturday). I think many enjoy the
competitive aspect and many just love being active and
social with their friends, that’s a big plus.”
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Our Viewpoint
‘The government shutdown?!’ The importance of staying current
By Shayma Musa
Voices Editor

I’ll admit it. I was one of the people who didn’t know the government had shut down.
I was up at 2:30 in the morning earlier this week — as one does when they’ve caffeinated
themselves into neurotic listlessness — when I began to wonder if the government was still shut
down.
I’d only vaguely heard that the government was going to cease operating. Surely, it couldn’t
have drawn out that long? And if still shut down, did that mean my FAFSA was not going to
come in? I got my answer from Google, but the whole thing raised another question phrased
best by a Spectator staff member: why is it that people in my
generation, myself included, don’t really know a lot about
what’s going on in the news?
In a recent study published by the Pew Research Institute,
44 percent of individuals ages 18-29 said they received their
news from a social media platform (Twitter, Reddit, Facebook,
etc.). Furthermore, 33 percent of Americans said they received
their news from one source, with only 10 percent saying they
received their news from three or more sources.
Those numbers are interesting, but honestly, not surprising.
Personally, I often don’t have the time to read a long, wellresearched article about changes to the taxes, or updates on
healthcare; it’s not that I don’t care about these issues — they
affect my everyday life — it’s just that I can’t justify spending
my limited time on reading those articles.
And I hate to say it, but short, meme heavy articles
(listicles?) on Buzzfeed are so much easier to read than, say,
The New York Times. At the end of the day, the drama of
who’s offended who on YouTube is easier to follow than the
latest news on health care reform.
Another thought: two semesters ago, a classmate made a statement that still sticks with me:
“I hate reading the news,” she said, “because I feel so sad after looking at it.”
We live in a feel-good country, or at least a country where a significant majority of people
just want to feel good about their everyday actions. We like reading about the underdog
who beat all odds to become a successful business man, about the little boy who, thanks to a
revolutionary life-saving surgery, was able to see his mother for the first time. Stories like that
allow us to marvel in where we live in the world.
Stories of genocide in Yemen, or drought in Somalia, or government coups in Venezuela —

or even the harsh realities of systemic racism and profiling in our own country can make us
feel useless in the grand scheme of things.
I’ll be the first to say that the last thing I want to see after a grueling day at school is a
distraught father cradling the body of his dead daughter.
But using temporary sadness as an excuse for ignorance is, well, ignorant.
And then there’s this: there are students protesting speakers (usually right-wing
conservatives), pushing them off campuses, calling for the impeachment of our president, and
petitioning the hiring of professors on their campuses (while they might not even know why
they are doing it).
Not to say that these students don’t have legitimate concerns, it just seems like these days
social justice is the latest fad.
And this is dangerous, because when students decide that
the issues they can make time for are not worth it anymore, the
people who face those issues don’t go away. Bashing president
Trump is all the rage lately, but memes, sarcastic imitation of his
ridiculous manner of speaking, and exaggerated claims only do
so much — and they most certainly do nothing to address the
real fears of refugees, immigrants and minority groups.
Liking that one guy’s funny joke about the president doesn’t
help the mother who’s afraid of being deported and leaving
behind her children. You know what helps spur real social
change? The ballot.
Change begins in cities, in mayoral and school board races. It
Graphic: Shayma Musa begins in counties with council races, at the state level and with
races for governor, senate and U.S. representatives. It begins at
the grass roots level. Way before Washington becomes involved.
According to the official 2017 Erie County general election
results, only about 62,000 people cast a ballot — out of the 189,815 registered voters, while
280,566 people live in Erie county.
We, as a generation, are not self-centered, and we certainly are not selfish, as 78 percent of
millennials, according to a Reason-Rupe poll, report giving to charity. We mean well, we just
need to be better informed about the issues that affect us. That means, we (myself included)
should maybe venture onto the local news website or national newspaper a little more often.
P.S.: Yes, the government did reopen.
Shayma Musa can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.

Partisan politics square off with US stability in recent shutdown

President Trump arrives at his first State of the Union address on Tuesday, Jan. 30.

By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

On the one-year anniversary of President Donald Trump’s
inauguration, the White House announced that government
agencies would be implementing shutdown procedures while
budget negotiations continued in the Capitol.
Dr. James Fisher, of Edinboro University’s political science
department, stated in an interview that when “the federal
government fails to pass bills that give it permission to spend
money in the treasury,” a government shutdown ensues.
Modern American history is littered with these shutdowns, all
largely caused by a lack of compromise between Republicans and
Democrats in the legislative and executive branches.
Recently, after Republicans gave no concessions for the
“Dreamers,” (immigrants brought into the United States as
minors and given protection from deportation by former
president Barack Obama’s Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrival executive order) in the new budget, progress with the
Democrats came to a halt. Squabbles over funding Trump’s
border wall stymied progress further, and the shutdown ensued.
According to Fisher, the recent shutdown is “highly distinct in
that it occurred when one political party controlled both houses
of Congress and the presidency (although Democrats hold
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enough seats in the Senate to force the Republicans to work with
them).”
Each fiscal year, Congress and the executive branch must
agree upon the new budget; if they cannot, “funding gaps” occur
and the government agencies affected must temporarily lay off
non-essential personnel, which constitutes a “shutdown.”
These government employees must wait for a new budget to
be agreed upon and hope for back pay if or when their positions
are reinstated. Funding gaps are made possible by the AntiDeficiency Act, which “bars obligation of funds [to government
agencies] in the absence of appropriations.” Appropriations are
practical budgets that please both Congress and the president,
used for government services in the coming fiscal year.
Exceptions to the barring of funds are provided “for activities
involving the safety of human life or the protection of property.”
Government officials have a responsibility to the American
people to come to sound, fair agreements regarding the budget
to prevent funding gaps, but shirking these responsibilities
is nothing new for them. Reagan-era America saw a series of
partial shutdowns, none lasting longer than three days.
Reasons for these shutdowns included Democrats vying for
higher education bills and lower defense spending, Reagan
and congressmen from both parties having dinner plans and

fundraising events to attend instead of negotiating a budget, and
disputes over job stimulus programs.
The longest modern shutdown had a 21-day duration, costing
Bill Clinton’s constituents $1.4 billion in 1996, when the GOPrun Congress proposed a budget that included raising Medicare
premiums and circumventing environmental regulations.
The Obama administration is runner-up; in 2013, shutdown
procedures were followed for 16 days that cost the economy $24
billion when Obamacare forced a wedge between Republicans
and Democrats.
In the past several years, shutdowns have been ended by
the president signing one or more “continuing resolution(s)”
(CRs), which, according to Fisher, “keep spending largely as-is,
with a few specific policy changes or special spending packages
so negotiations can continue.” CRs have taken the place of the
appropriations bills, which are proposed laws that authorize
long-term government spending once passed.
In 2013, Obama signed 3 CRs that ensured funding until
Jan. 19, 2018. Trump and Congress could not agree on a new
budget when these CRs expired, hence the 2018 shutdown. These
temporary resolutions delay a coherent, long-term budget from
being created as each party tries to gain an inch over the other,
leading to shutdowns later. Fisher dubbed the tendency of both
parties to highly politicize the budgeting process — to the point
that they gamble with shutting down job-providing government
facilities in the hopes of coercing legislative concessions out of
the other party — as “a disservice to the American people.”
The shutdown of 2018 ended on Jan. 22 after Trump and
Congress signed continuing resolutions — with stipulations for
the CHIP funding to appease Democrats — to extend funding
until Feb. 8 so negotiations, or lack thereof, can continue.
Hopefully, our elected representatives can come to their
senses and a more long-term budget can be negotiated and
implemented before then. I won’t hold my breath; a recent
history of, as Fisher puts it, “politicians that can’t get along to
do the most basic work of government,” implies otherwise.
The Democratic party is predicted to take back the House of
Representatives in the 2018 elections, augmenting the already
likely chance of future shutdowns due to partisan polarization.
In a political era of contention and blame from both parties,
the American people are finally wondering why highly-paid
government officials can’t keep our facilities running. If the
average American citizen can’t complete their work, they are
let go, but if Congress and the president can’t complete their
work, employees working in government facilities are let go.
Like Reagan-era politicians, maybe our political leaders have
important fundraisers to go to, or perhaps an elegant dinner.
One thing is clear: decades of partisan selfishness have created a
confused and divided America.
Zeila Hobson can be reached at voices.spectator@gmail.com.
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Student loans are worse than unemployment
By JoAllie Paluchak
Staff Writer
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For a $5 theft, $350,000 bail?
By Los Angeles Times
Tribune News Service

The case of a San Francisco senior citizen
accused of stealing $5 and a bottle of cologne
from his neighbor reveals the obvious
injustice of California’s bail system, and may
finally lead to reform.
Kenneth Humphrey has languished in San
Francisco County Jail for more than 250 days
on $350,000 bail. His charges include robbery
and residential burglary for allegedly stepping
into his neighbor’s room in their senior
housing complex.
But in late January, a panel of state appeal
court judges ordered a new bail hearing for
the retired shipyard laborer. The panel also
stated that the laws governing bail are the
“antithesis” of what the Constitution requires
before a person may be deprived of liberty.
“A defendant may not be imprisoned
solely due to poverty,” the court said, a
revolutionary decision, if it’s upheld.
San Francisco is ground zero for the state’s
battle over bail.
Since October, the city’s public defenders
have challenged bail amounts in virtually
every criminal case, demanding that judges
hold hearings to consider alternatives to
incarceration and inquiries into their clients’
financial circumstances.
They have found a sympathetic audience
in the state’s appellate court judges, who
have ruled that only an immediate threat to
the public justifies setting unreachable bail
amounts.
Prosecutors and judges at the local level,
however, continue to undermine these
appellate decisions by exaggerating perceived
public safety risk.
Humphrey’s case is extreme in the
sense that a $5 crime led to a several
hundred thousand dollar bail, and even
the district attorney concedes he poses no
threat to society. But every day in every
county criminal courthouse in California,
prosecutors request sky-high bail amounts
from judges who are happy to impose them.

That makes a mockery of the presumption
of innocence and equality before the law, as
poor people accused of minor offenses wait in
jail while wealthy people go free despite the
seriousness of their charges.
Money bail as it’s currently constituted
punishes poverty, and too often results in
coerced guilty pleas from those who can’t get
out of jail any other way.
How did we get here?
Humphrey’s incarceration is not an
aberration or an accident; “it stems instead
from the unwillingness of our society,
including the courts,” the San Francisco panel
wrote, “to correct a deformity in our criminal
justice system that close observers have long
considered a blight.”
That “blight” persists in part because of the
for-profit bail industry and its powerful lobby.
The published opinion includes a devastating
critique of arbitrary bail schedules, casts
doubts on the increased reliance on “opaque”
algorithmic risk assessment tools, articulates
the staggering costs of pretrial incarceration,
and holds that the government must
present “clear and convincing” evidence of
immitigable risk in order to detain someone
before trial.
In Humphrey’s case, as in so many, “the
prosecutor presented no evidence that nonmonetary conditions of release could not
sufficiently protect” public interests.
The law, rooted in precedent, is often slow
to correct itself. And while the appellate court
decision put a crack in the foundation of the
bail system, it’s up to the legislature to come
up with something new.
“Legislation is desperately needed,” the
appeal panel wrote.
As it happens, legislation is at hand: Senate
Bill 10, which would effectively outlaw money
bail, passed the state Senate and is now
being held in committee in the Assembly.
It just needs a handful more votes and the
governor’s agreement to become law.
Humphrey is one of many people behind
bars simply because he’s poor, but he could be
among the last.

For an institution to prosper and remain
functional, they must adapt to society’s everchanging trends, needs and expectations. In
addition, a specific organization’s culture has to
simultaneously evolve, indicating that change is
inevitable amidst growth.
College is a prime example of this ideology in
regard to how overall concerns associated with
this particular establishment have varied in the
latter decades.
For example, students today worry a great
deal that after graduation their degree may
not equate to a job in their field as it once did
generations ago. This issue, at its core, is based
on the nation’s unemployment rates.
However, when looking at the data, the
current unemployment rate of our nation is at
4.1 percent, the lowest it has been in 17 years.
Moreover, as of December 2016, the present
unemployment rate of college graduates is at an
all-time low of 2.5 percent, suggesting that only
one out of every 40 graduates is unemployed.
Therefore, I would assert that the number
one dilemma hindering college students
post-graduation is not unemployment, but
student loans. The debt that students compile
throughout their four years or more (depending
on the degree they obtain) is crippling
financially.
Furthermore, beyond an individual’s bank
account, loans can induce hefty anxiety, impede
on an individual’s independence from their
family, and postpone individual’s lifetime goals,
such as marriage or buying a house.
Moreover, I believe that many students are
not fully aware of the extent of this problem

because it has become a norm of attending
college. This shift in dynamic showcases
colleges’ development as a booming business
and robust economy; a new culture is emerging.
It is imperative to acknowledge that the
opportunities and education that college
provides is vital in many professions, as well as
its ability to aid students to grow personally in
respect to values and beliefs. Yet, the fiscal fiasco
that follows an individual is truly noteworthy.
So, where does this leave all of us EU students
chomping at the bit to get our diploma in hand
and enter the workforce? I recommend the
first step is to do your own research about your
current career choice, because you can only
benefit from being more informed about the
path you are choosing and the implications that
may follow.
For example, it is vital to be cognitively
aware of your physical location and the job
opportunities that intersect in establishing a
concrete plan post-graduation.
Second, take time to be mentally and actively
involved in how you allocate your tuition,
therefore, you are not blindsided when you start
making payments on the loans in the future.
Third, due to the recent low unemployment
rate nationally, students need to jump at the
bright prospects that are available, starting with
internships and job experience either in the
classroom or in the field.
Most essential, keep in mind your academic
goals and how that translates to your future
career. Take the steps, today, of your choosing,
to allow yourself to adapt as well to the existing
college culture in place.
JoAllie Paluchak can be reached at voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

Nunes memo did not live up to hype
By Bloomberg Review
Tribune News Service

To quote former FBI Director James Comey:
That’s it? After an inexcusable buildup, House
Republicans have released a memo purporting to
show that the Department of Justice investigation
into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential
election was tainted by partisanship. Instead, the
memo reveals that the investigation is legitimate,
and vitally necessary.
The memo, released with the blessing of
Speaker Paul Ryan and President Donald Trump
but over the objections of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation and the Justice Department,
expresses “concerns” over government interactions
with the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court,
which must approve any FBI effort to surveil U.S.
citizens. It further raises the specter of a “troubling
breakdown of legal processes” in the surveillance
approval process.
But, to quote Comey again, these claims are
dishonest and misleading. They are also refuted by
the memo itself.
Its “proof ” of partisan bias is the so-called
Steele dossier, which the court partly relied on to
grant the surveillance request (other information
on which the court relied is classified). Yes,
the dossier was funded by Democrats, and the
memo asserts the FBI failed to inform the court
of this. But the ranking Democrat on the House
Intelligence committee disputes that claim, which
may be among the reasons why Ryan has so far

forbidden him from releasing his own memo.
In any case, legally speaking, the information’s
provenance is less relevant than its reliability.
Judges have a lot of practice assessing information
from biased informants, who after all are the most
common kind.
Even worse, the memo undercuts its own
case by conceding that the surveillance requests
originated with information that had nothing to
do with the dossier. The target of the surveillance,
onetime Trump foreign policy adviser Carter
Page, had attracted FBI notice for his interaction
with Russian agents as far back as 2013. The
memo notes that the FBI’s counterintelligence
investigation began in July 2016, before it knew of
the Steele dossier.
Of course, the memo’s larger aim, discrediting
the investigation, becomes even more difficult
when viewed in context. It’s hard to argue that an
investigation is a partisan Democratic ruse when
it’s run by a Republican special counsel who was
appointed by Trump’s own Justice Department.
The real trouble, of course, is not that the
investigation is based on anything biased or
bogus. It’s that it appears all too legitimate. It has
already produced two guilty pleas, including one
from the former national security adviser, and
two indictments, including one of the president’s
former campaign chairman.
The guilty pleas and indictments show special
counsel Robert Mueller is on the right track.
Congress’s focus now should be on ensuring that
he be allowed to complete his investigation.
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U.S. Representative Devin Nunes’ controversial memo was released in February.
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Parents of hazing victims warn about dangers of hazing
By Susan Snyder

The Philadelphia Inquirer
PHILADELPHIA — They found Debbie
Smith’s son in the squalid, cold basement of
a rogue fraternity house at California State
University at Chico. He wasn’t breathing, and
by the time he arrived at the hospital, he had
gone into cardiac arrest.
“Matt’s not going to make it,” the hospital
social worker told her.
In an instant, her happy family of four had
become a grief-stricken family of three. Smith
let out a blood-curdling scream, “like my entire
insides came out,” she recalled.
In the weeks that followed, she would learn
the horrifying details of Matthew Carrington’s
death during a hazing ritual.
That was 2005.
Since then, Smith has been making
documentaries, speaking to every audience
that would listen, getting laws changed, and
launching a nonprofit aimed at educating
children and parents about hazing’s dangers.
She’s had help from the most unlikely of allies,
one of the fraternity brothers convicted in her
son’s death and the former president of the
college where her son went.
Later this month, she’ll get a new set of
partners: other parents who have lost children
to confirmed or alleged hazing over the last two
decades, all of them young men and most of
their deaths involving fraternities.
In an inaugural meeting, parents from
California, Louisiana, New Jersey, Texas and
other spots around the country, representing
a minimum of 15 children who have died, will
meet in South Carolina for two days to discuss
how their children died and what can be done
to protect others from the dangers of hazing.
“It puts a bigger face on the story,” said Leslie
Lanahan, whose son, Gordie Bailey Jr., the
captain of his high school football team, died
after an alcohol-saturated fraternity event in
2004 at the University of Colorado at Boulder.
“I don’t think it has ever gotten the attention it
deserves collectively.”
Hazing has been a problem for decades.
In a national 2008 study of more than 11,000
college students, 55 percent of those involved
in clubs, teams and organizations said they
experienced hazing. Dozens of students have
died, including four in 2017.
But the fledgling network has one tool
grieving parents like Lanahan did not: a more
interconnected world that so effortlessly brings
together advocates. Some of the attendees
at next month’s inaugural conference met
on Facebook, where they first conceived of
a meeting. They’ve even set up a hashtag,
#ParentsUnite2StopHazing.
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Stacy Parks, Miller Centre County District Attorney, stands with James and Evelyn
Piazza, parents of Timothy Piazza, 19, during a news conference at the Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania courthouse.
The group plans to strategize on how to
accomplish several key goals, including getting
better educational programming on hazing in
middle and high schools, strengthening state
and federal laws on hazing, and changing the
culture on college campuses, said Smith, a
San Francisco Bay area resident, who uses the
initials “MM” after her name for “Matt’s mom.”
The parents have invited anti-hazing advocates
and college student affairs administrators to
speak. There are no plans to raise money, but
that could change once a platform is developed,
Smith said.
Cindy Hipps, whose son Tucker died in
2014 while on a group run with members
of a fraternity he was pledging at Clemson
University, first suggested and will help host the
meeting in the town where she lives. The family
has maintained that hazing led to her son’s fatal
fall while on the run.
Other parents who have been working
independently for change plan to attend,
including California couple Gary and Julie
DeVercelly, whose son Gary Jr., a student
at Rider University in New Jersey, died in
2007, and who have been pushing for federal
legislation on hazing.
For others, the loss is more fresh. Jim and
Evelyn Piazza, parents of Tim Piazza, who
succumbed Feb. 4, 2017, to injuries after a
booze-fueled fraternity party at Pennsylvania
State University, also expect to be there.

So do Stephen and Rae Ann Gruver, whose
loss is even fresher: Their son Maxwell, a
student at Louisiana State University, died in
September.
While planning the meeting, Lanahan began
to realize other parents have been working
independently to effect change.
“I didn’t know some of these people were
doing the same things,” she said. “We can work
together and be a little bit of a louder voice.”
While fraternity members charged in her
son’s death were found guilty of giving alcohol
to a minor, she said, the family did get a
financial settlement from the fraternity and
several of its members, which was used to start
the Gordie Foundation. The fraternity as part
of the settlement acknowledged her son was
hazed. The foundation has since become the
Gordie Center at the University of Virginia and
does outreach to youth on hazing and alcohol
poisoning, she said.
“We’re really proud that Gordie’s name
continues,” said Lanahan, of Dallas.
The family also in 2008 produced a
documentary, “Haze.”
Lanahan and Smith said consequences for
hazing have to be stiffer and law enforcement
has to take a tough stand. Schools also must
offer anti-hazing education, they said.
“When you talk to 1,000 kids in an
auditorium, that’s just 1,000,” Smith said. “And
there are millions we need to reach.”

Her son’s death followed three nights of
fraternity “Hell Week,” when he had to perform
calisthenics in a frigid basement with raw
sewage on the floor and a fan blowing cold air
on him. Then he had to stand on one foot and
answer questions, all while being told to drink
copious amounts of water.
Even when he had a seizure, no one called
for help, she said.
He died of water intoxication. The excess
water caused a deadly imbalance in his
electrolytes and caused his brain and lungs to
swell.
Smith’s work to prevent other deaths
has been relentless. She’s helped produce
documentaries for other countries; in one, her
voice was dubbed over in French.
“You are just never done,” she said.
“You’ve got to get justice. You want to make a
difference.”
California adopted “Matt’s law,” which made
hazing a felony in cases where death or serious
injury occur. In 2015, on the 10th anniversary
of her son’s death, she launched AHA! (AntiHazing Awareness) movement. Paul Zingg,
who led the university where her son died until
2016, sits on its board.
Some of the most effective voices in support
have been fraternity members sentenced in her
son’s death, she said. Jerry Lim, who served
four months for accessory to a felony and
hazing, has been a speaking partner.
At first, Lim said, he helped because it was
part of his required community service. When
the requirement ended, his commitment
continued.
“It’s a feeling of obligation,” said Lim, a law
clerk from Stockton, Calif., who is in line to
become a lawyer. “No matter what my personal
part was, I still feel bad.”
Lim, “pledge general” of the fraternity, had
advocated easing up on the pledges, Smith said,
but others overruled him. Lim said at the time,
he didn’t know the danger Carrington was
in. He had gone through the same hazing the
semester before. The thinking, he recalled, was
that “the things we are given in life we don’t
value near as much as the things we earn.”
In retrospect, he said, hazing should be
eradicated. When something seemingly as
innocuous as water can kill, no ritual is safe,
he said.
“It only takes one activity that you thought
was harmless before someone gets hurt,” Lim
said, “and kids aren’t in a position to decide
what is and isn’t a healthy activity.”
Parents who have lost children to hazing and
are interested can contact Smith at lovesfmlb@
aol.com.

Duke clears out Krzyzewskiville, University of Pennsylvania set to strip
Steve Wynn, Bill Cosby of campus honors
citing the severity of flu season
By Camila Molina
and Ray Gronberg

The News & Observer
DURHAM, N.C. — Students
in Duke University’s famous
tent village, where they wait for
admission to men’s basketball
games, were given a grace
period to leave Wednesday
evening for an indefinite time
because of the severity of this
year’s flu season and student
illnesses.
Krzyzewskiville, a village set
up by students, will be cleared
out in a move reported by
Duke’s student newspaper, The
Chronicle, and confirmed by
campus officials.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Larry Moneta told
parents the university acted
because it has “had several new
cases of influenza among our
student population” and has

“identified some students from
K-ville with the flu.”
As a result, “we’ve elected
to take a cautious approach”
with the tent village, he said in
a posting to the Duke parents’
Facebook group.
“The continued high-level
activity of this flu season is
consistent with the severe
seasons of 2009 and 2014,”
Moneta said. “While the virus is
not more inherently infectious
than average, it’s making its way
to a lot more people.”
Duke students set up tents
before major men’s basketball
games to stake out a place in
line to get admission to games.
Tenters stay there in groups to
hold their spot in line.
The tent city often attracts
more than 1,000 campers and is
strictly regulated by students.
Depending on the week, a
certain number of tenters from
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The tent city called ‘Krzyzewskiville’ outside Cameron Indoor
Stadium on the campus of Duke University in Durham, North
Carolina was recently shut down because of flu concerns.

each group are required to be
inside the tent during the day
and at night.
Duke Student Government,
which regulates the tent city,
gave all tenters who had staked
out a spot an “indefinite grace
period” starting at 10 p.m.
Wednesday, The Chronicle
reported, meaning tents would
not be checked.
Between Jan. 29 and Feb. 6,
one person in each group of
12 is required to be in the tent
during the day, and six must
be there during night hours.
But during this grace period,
tenters will not lose their spot
for leaving.
There are 70 groups camping
in Krzyzewskiville, according to
the report.
The winter storm in midJanuary, which brought almost
a foot of snow in some parts
of Durham County, also shut
down Krzyzewskiville, the
student newspaper said.
The tenting period this
season began Jan. 12 and lasts
until Feb. 22.
The Centers for Disease
Control reported that flu cases
across the country have spiked
early this season.
Moneta said Duke officials
will “be evaluating conditions
daily and hope to reopen
K-ville as soon as possible.”
He also asked parents to “prod
their sons or daughters at the
university who are feeling
flu-like symptoms” to go to
the student health center for
assessment and treatment.
The flu has killed 67 people
in North Carolina this season,
including two children. The
number of flu deaths this
season is already more than the
2015-2016 flu season, when 59
people died in the state.

By Susan Snyder
The Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA — The University
of Pennsylvania, acting on reported
allegations that former trustee Steve
Wynn engaged in decades-long acts of
sexual harassment and intimidation,
announced Thursday it would remove
his name from a plaza located in the
heart of its campus and take several
other steps to distance itself from the
hotel and casino mogul.
At the same time, the Ivy League
university, in an act not taken in the
last century, announced it would revoke
honorary degrees previously awarded to
Wynn and entertainer Bill Cosby, who
has been accused of sexual assault by
dozens of women.
The school also stripped Wynn’s
name from a scholarship fund he
created at the school, though the
scholarships will continue.
“It has been a century since the
University of Pennsylvania last
revoked an honorary degree, and
we do not take that decision, or the
decision to remove Mr. Wynn’s name
from the Commons and from the
scholarship fund he created, lightly,”
Penn President Amy Gutmann and
David L. Cohen, chair of the board of
trustees, said in a statement. “We view
these as extraordinary and essentially
unique circumstances that call for an
immediate, decisive, and clearly ethical
response.”
The move comes after Wynn, while
denying the allegations, resigned from
his position as finance chairman for the
Republican National Committee and
after the board of directors of Wynn
Resorts formed a special committee to
investigate the allegations against him.
Gaming regulators in both Nevada and
Massachusetts are also investigating,
according to published reports.
“The nature, severity, and extent of
these allegations, and the patterns of
abusive behavior they describe, involve
acts and conduct that are inimical to the
core values of our university,” Gutmann
and Cohen said.

Once they decided to remove Wynn’s
name from the Commons, an honor
he earned after making a $7.5 million
donation, they felt compelled to take
the same action regarding his honorary
degree and scholarship name, they said.
Because of that, they said they also
decided it made sense to revoke Cosby’s
honorary degree at the same time, even
though allegations against him have
been swirling for years and charges
lodged against him for the alleged
assault of former Temple University
employee Andrea Constand were filed
more than a year ago. Many other
colleges, including Lehigh, Drexel,
Swarthmore, Muhlenberg and Franklin
& Marshall, already have revoked
honorary degrees they previously
awarded to the entertainer. Penn in the
past declined to take action, saying it
wasn’t the university’s practice.
A small committee of trustees,
alumni, deans and faculty made the
recommendations to strip Wynn
and Cosby of their honors. Those
recommendations were accepted by the
trustees.
Wynn, a 1963 graduate of Penn,
served on the board of trustees until
2004 and received his honorary degree
in 2006.
The Wall Street Journal first
reported the allegations against
Wynn late last week. Earlier this
week, the Wynn Commons sign was
vandalized, according to a story in the
Daily Pennsylvanian, Penn’s student
newspaper. The outdoor plaza borders
Houston Hall, Claudia Cohen Hall,
College Hall, and Irvine Auditorium.
In their statement, Gutmann and
Cohen noted the sexual allegations
against a myriad of men in recent
months and said universities must
provide “moral leadership.”
“Our nation is currently undergoing
a profound reckoning regarding the
role and extent of sexual misconduct
in all areas of our society,” they said.
“It is incumbent on all of us to address
these issues wherever and whenever
we find that they affect our extended
community.”

World
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Countries around the world lack sustainability for life
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Researchers find that present trends negatively impact the sustainability of life in every country.

By Karen Kaplan
Los Angeles Times

Bad news, Earthlings: It may be possible for everyone on
the planet to live a "good" life. It may also be possible for
humans to live within their environmental means.
But if present trends continue, there will be no way for
both of these things to happen at the same time.
That's the bleak – if not entirely surprising – assessment
of researchers from the Sustainability Research Institute at
University of Leeds in England and the Mercator Research
Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change in Berlin.
They came to this conclusion after considering 11
necessary ingredients of a well-lived existence. Some of
the items on their list are basic human needs, income of at
least $1.90 per day, electricity, enough food to eat and a life
expectancy of at least 65 years. Others were social goals,
such as equality, dependable friends and family, and a decent
degree of life satisfaction (at least 6.5 on a scale of 1 to 10).
The researchers also considered the cost to the planet
of achieving these things. They broke it down into seven
categories such as carbon dioxide emissions and use of
natural resources like nitrogen, phosphorus and clean water.
What they found is that humanity has a lot of work to do.
Right now, there's not a single country on Earth that

provides its people a good, sustainable life.
In fact, there aren't even any that come close.
The researchers, led by economist Daniel O'Neill of the
University of Leeds, believe this is possible. But it will take
some hard work.
Let's start with the good life.
Out of roughly 150 countries studied, only three – Austria,
Germany and the Netherlands – currently provide their
citizens with all 11 items on the list. An additional seven –
Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Japan and
Sweden – offer 10 out of 11. The United States achieves nine,
as does Canada.
But none of them is close to doing so sustainably. Indeed,
none of them meets more than two of the seven requirements
set out for environmental sustainability.
The United States doesn't meet any of them, and misses
some "by a wide margin," O'Neill said. America's per-capita
CO2 emissions are 13 times higher than the sustainable level,
its phosphorus use is eight times higher and its nitrogen
use is seven times higher. As if that's not bad enough, its
ecological and material footprints are both four times above
sustainable levels.
At the other end of the spectrum are 35 countries where
life is pretty miserable. Of the 11 necessities for a good life,
these countries provided either none or just one.

In general, the more social benefits available in a
country, the more likely that country is living beyond its
environmental means. The reverse is true as well, countries
that operate sustainably tend to offer fewer social benefits.
Perhaps the country that strikes the best balance is
Vietnam, the researchers said. Though it meets only six of
11 social goals, it meets every sustainability goal but one.
Vietnam's sole environmental transgression is that it emits
too much carbon dioxide to keep the planet from warming
by more than 2 degrees Celsius, the goal set forth in the Paris
Agreement.
By the same measures, the country with the worst balance
is Swaziland. This nation is as environmentally unsustainable
as China, South Korea and the United Kingdom, missing five
out of seven goals. And yet, despite using so many natural
resources, it fails to give its citizens even one of the 11
necessary components of a good life, the researchers found.
All around the world, countries are doing a pretty poor job
of living sustainably. Two-thirds of them emit too much CO2,
and more than half use too much nitrogen and phosphorus.
In addition, 56 percent of countries are using their land in an
unsustainable way.
Only 16 countries in the analysis met all seven
environmental goals.
Although the overall picture may look grim, the
researchers saw some hopeful signs. For example, there were
a few countries that managed to score well for education and
life satisfaction while keeping their CO2 emissions way below
the global median level (that is, the point at which half the
countries were emitting more and half were emitting less).
This discovery "demonstrates that much more carbonefficient provisioning systems are possible," O'Neill and his
colleagues wrote.
Likewise, the data suggest that the nutrition, income,
sanitation and electricity needs of each and every person
on Earth could be met "without significantly exceeding
planetary boundaries" for sustainability, they wrote.
If someone could wave a magic wand and reallocate Earth's
resources so that they were shared equally by everyone, it
would probably be enough to meet everyone's basic human
needs (the list that includes enough food to eat and enough
money to avoid extreme poverty, among other things),
O'Neill said.
But it still wouldn't allow everyone to enjoy "more
aspirational goals like secondary education and high life
satisfaction," he added. For that, "we need to become two to
six times more efficient at transforming resource use into
human well-being."
In theory, wealthy nations could cut way back on their
resource use while maintaining their achievements on
the social front. Some straightforward first steps include
"switching from fossil fuels to renewable energy, producing
products with longer lifetimes, reducing unnecessary waste,
shifting from animal to crop products, and investing in new
technologies," the researchers wrote.
And in a future world "with very different social
arrangements or technologies," there could be a different
equation for converting natural resources into human wellbeing that allows everyone to enjoy all aspects of the good
life, O'Neill said.
"Is this realistic?" he said. "I hope so, because the
alternative could be environmental catastrophe."
The study was published Monday in the journal Nature
Sustainability.

Tension and conflict rise between the United States and Turkey in Northern Syria
By Selcan Hacaoglu and Nafeesa Syeed
Bloomberg News

ANKARA, Turkey — Turkey says it's talking to the
Americans. The U.S. says it's talking to the Turks. Politicians
and generals in the two countries are in almost constant
communication, judging by their public comments.
There's no indication that any of this talk has resolved the
fundamental argument that's threatening to bring NATO's two
biggest armies into direct conflict in northern Syria.
When Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan began an
offensive there last month against U.S.-backed Kurdish fighters,
he started in an area where American troops aren't embedded
with their allies.
But he said the operation will soon extend farther east,
to the town of Manbij, where they are. "We'll press against
terrorists without taking into consideration who's next to
them," Erdogan said Jan. 30. Several ministers have made the
same point.
Turkey considers the Syrian Kurdish militia as part of a
terrorist group seeking to break off from Turkey. The U.S. has
welcomed Kurdish support against Islamic State – and now
that that fight is largely done, leaving the Kurds in charge of
about one-quarter of Syria, they're seen as a bulwark against a
resurgent Bashar al-Assad and his backers in Iran and Russia.
Russia moved its soldiers in northern Syria out of the way of
the advancing Turks. The U.S. is signaling it won't do the same.
Withdrawing from Manbij is "not something we're looking
into," Army Gen. Joseph Votel, the head of U.S. Central
Command, told CNN.
"Wherever U.S. troops are, they're going to be able to defend
themselves," Marine Corps Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, joint
staff director at the Pentagon, said Jan. 25. "We coordinate very
closely on that," he said of the Turks. "They know where our
forces are."
U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said Friday that it
is possible to balance the alliance with Turkey while still
supporting the Kurds, and suggested that having U.S. troops
working with the Kurdish militias in Syria was one way of
helping Turkey's security.
"We are convinced right now that by having our troops on
the ground, we know they're not contributing to any attacks on
Turkey," Mattis said.
Ties between the U.S. and Turkey have been tense for years,
and when there's a flare-up, Turkish financial markets usually
take a hit. Turkey blames the U.S. for hosting the Islamic

Turkey and U.S. officials stay in constant communication, according to public comments.
preacher it accuses of instigating a failed coup in 2016. The
U.S. last year prosecuted a senior Turkish banker for breaking
Iran sanctions. Both countries briefly stopped issuing visas for
each other's citizens.
Turkey's attack on Kurdish fighters in Afrin, in northwest
Syria, came soon after the U.S. announced that it would help
Syrian Kurds set up a 30,000-strong border security force.
Washington later backed off that description.
It was probably the new unit's existence, not its name, that
concerned Erdogan. The American focus on such details has
angered Turkey before. At a meeting in Colorado last summer,
Army Gen. Raymond Thomas told how he persuaded the
Syrian Kurdish fighters to change their "brand," and distance
themselves from the PKK, the Kurdish group fighting for self-
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rule in Turkey.
U.S. officials stress that they understand Turkish security
concerns. Turkey's deputy prime minister, Bekir Bozdag, said
his government wants to avoid a confrontation, though he
added that the U.S. "should warn its operatives in the field not
to face off with Turkey."
Erdogan visited the army operation center near the Syrian
border last week. He praised Turkish officers for "rebuilding
the nation's history."
The president may have domestic political reasons for his
campaign too. Public support is running strong, with polls
suggesting more than 80 percent of Turks back the operation,
and opposition leaders (except the local Kurdish party) falling
in line.
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CUPHEAD
“Cuphead” by itself is a tough-as-nails jump and
shoot game, with projectiles, enemies and colorful
background effects fighting for your attention at
any given second. Add a second player and almost
instantly the game goes from challenging enough to
nearly impossible as movement becomes a difficult
to follow ballet of chaos and destruction. It’s doable,
and it sure is still fun, but maybe don’t pick this one to
play with your boo this Valentine’s Day unless you’re
both professionals.

BATTLETOADS
Ah, Battletoads. This classic co-op disaster pits
players as disgusting and edgy toad-human hybrids
modeled in the vein of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles as they punch, kick and glide through
each Saturday-morning cartoon backdrop. While
the game has plenty of reasons for not being an
enjoyable co-op experience, from friendly-fire to bad
movement, it also features a game-breaking bug that
makes it completely unbeatable when playing with
another person. Have fun!

SUPER BOMBERMAN R
Before the patch that hit this game a couple
months ago, this game was deceptively simple, hard
to control and just generally unpleasant to play. Now,
it’s only one of those things! Keeping in mind the fact
that your placed bombs can not only eliminate you,
but also your teammates, co-op in this goes about as
well as you’d expect. Set a timer for 30 minutes. If you
and your partner can last that long without breaking
up or committing arson because of a failed boss
battle, you’ve found your soulmate.

PORTAL 2
“It’s just ‘Portal,’” you say. “We both played the first
one, it’ll be fine,” you said.
It starts out fine but, take this as a warning, turn it
off and find something more wholesome to play like
“Overcooked.” Co-op in this game is a devious trap
that ruins friendships, relationships and potentially
the structural integrity of your place of residence.
Under no circumstances should you play this with
someone you want to date or are dating. I beg of you.
Britton Rozzelle can be reached at edinboro.
spectator@gmail.com

